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ABSTRACT
The Standard Model describes a wide range of fundamental interactions. Searches are 
ongoing for experimental results that differ from the Standard Model predictions. Such 
disagreements would both indicate that the Standard Model is incomplete and constrain 
the properties of New Physics scenarios. To probe the Standard Model over a wide 
kinematic range, low energy tests are necessary to  complement experiments in the high 
energy regime. We perform calculations for experiments that axe representative of two 
general types of low energy tests. The Qweak experiment at Jefferson Lab is a low 
energy measurement of the weak charge of the proton. Since the weak charge is 
proportional to the weak mixing angle, the result can be interpreted as a  test of the 
Standard Model prediction that coupling parameters “run” as the energy of the 
interaction changes. To determine whether New Physics is present in the Qweak 
measurement, all Standard Model physics must be correctly accounted for. We present 
our calculation of a particularly troublesome radiative correction, the 7 Z  box. We focus 
particularly on our models of the unmeasured structure functions 3 (a;, Q2) and 
discuss how they can be experimentally determined in the future. Atomic systems can 
also be used to test the Standard Model at low energies. Recently, there has been a 
discrepancy between the proton’s charge radius extracted from electronic and muonic 
hydrogen measurements. This discrepancy could be a sign of New Physics for the muon 
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LOW ENERGY TESTS OF THE STANDARD MODEL
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
A naive reason to perform low energy tests of the Standard Model is that not all 
physicists can work at the Large Hadron Collider. A better reason to perform low energy 
tests of the Standard Model is that not all physicists should work at the Large Hadron 
Collider. Though high energies are indeed needed to produce and directly detect heavy 
particles, such particles should also appear in low energy processes through small but 
measurable loop effects. These low energy processes cannot be ignored. If the Standard 
Model is the theory that describes the way the world works, it must agree with experimental 
tests at all energies. We can only begin to resolve a  complete picture of fundamental physics 
when the results of both high and low energy experiments are combined.
This introductory chapter is organized as follows. Sec. 1.1 introduces the basic ele­
ments of the Electroweak Lagrangian that axe probed by low energy experiments. Secs. 1.2 
and 1.3 provide an overview of two general types of low energy tests of the Standard Model. 
Sec. 1.2 describes how the Standard Model has definite predictions on how coupling and 
mass parameters should “run” as energies change. Discrepancies between the measured 
running and Standard Model prediction would indicate the presence of previously unac­
2
3counted for particles or interactions (New Physics). Much of this thesis will focus on the 
Qweak experiment at Jefferson Lab and the extraction of the running of the weak mix­
ing angle. Sec. 1.3 describes measurements of the Lamb Shifts of electronic and muonic 
hydrogen. The Lamb Shift is a quantum field theory effect. Applying Standard Model 
physics to Lamb Shifts of both types of hydrogen allows for the extraction of the proton’s 
charge radius. The present discrepancy between the extracted charge radii of electronic 
and muonic hydrogen may be the result of New Physics. Several New Physics proposals 
exist that “explain” the discrepancy.
1.1 Introduction to  th e  Electroweak Lagrangian.
Low energy experiments can probe the Electroweak Lagrangian of the Standard 
Model. The Electroweak Lagrangian is a gauge theory that combines the SU(2)l and 
U (l)y  groups [1]. The interaction and kinetic terms for fermions and gauge bosons of the 
Electroweak Lagrangian are given by
Cew  = XlY  f a  -  g f - W t„ -  g ' ^ B ^  Xl
+ (id? ~
-  Jw v • -  \ b ^ b ^
= X L ^id .X L  ~  9J itl • W* -  g'
+  ^BTiHdytiR -
- -  \ b ^ v. (1 .1 )
In the above expression \ l is a fermion doublet with left-handed chirality and ipR is a
—♦
right-handed fermion singlet. T  are the generators of SU(2)L and the hypercharge Y  is
4the generator of U{l ) y  ■ and are the gauge fields for S U (2 )l  and U (l)y , respectively.
g and g' axe the couphngs between the fermions and gauge fields. J ,#1 and j Yfi are concise 
ways of expressing the weak and weak hypercharge currents:
J*» =  X L l ^ X L ,
j Y» = $  Y Y ip .  (1 .2 )
Wfu, and are given by
= dyWv ~  dvWp -  gWn x W v
B ^  = d»Bv -  dvBp (1.3)
A gauge theory remains unchanged under internal, immeasurable shifts in the fermion 
and gauge fields. In order for the Lagrangian to be invariant under the SU(2)L and U( l )y  
transformations,
XL -►
Wr -*  e '^ x)Yi>R, (1.4)
the gauge fields, to leading order in a  and j3, must concurrently transform as
W f + W p -  - a x W »
B p -*  Bp -  “7^ /d . (1.5)
The above Lagrangian is a gauge invariant theory but work remains for it to  be interpreted 
as a physical theory. To describe real physics, the gauge fields and B^ must be redefined
5in terms of the observed fields W *, Zy, and Ay.
W ± bosons couple only to left-handed fermion doublets and their fields can be ex­
pressed as
K  =  T i W \ .  (1 .6 )
The charged current is defined as
= X l 1 vT±xl (1-7)
where t± = T\ ±  iT<i =  1/ 2( t i  ±  ir^) and r  are Pauli isospin matrices.
Z  bosons and photons couple to both left- and right-handed fermions. It is thererfore
necessary to mix the field that couples only to left-handed currents, Wy, with the field 
that couples to both, By. We define
Ay = By, cos 9w +  Wy sin 6 W (1 .8 )
and
Zy =  —By sin 6 w +  Wy cos 0 \y (1-9)
where 9W is the weak mixing angle.
We also identify the electromagnetic current as
i em =  J3 +  - i Y (1.10)
6or, in terms of the generators,
Q =  T 3 +  | .
Substituting these values into the relevant part of the Lagrangian, we see
- g J l W ^  -  g-% B »  = - ( g sin0WJ* + g 'cos9W3- ^
-  (gcos9WJ* -  g' s i n Z*
Identifying gsinOw = g 'cos9 w — e, Eq. (1.12) becomes
where — sin2 9w =  •
The neutral current can be reexpressed as
‘I
J ? CZ» =  V a . ^(1 — T ) T f  — sin BwQi




where g(, = T f — 2Q f  sin2 6 w  and gA =  T |.
The interaction and kinetic terms of the Electroweak Lagrangian describing real
7physics axe now
£ e w  =  X L ^ d ^ X L  +  ^ R { v f d ^ R
-  f y j +“K + j ~“w : )
-  ef^A„-------cos 8 w
(1.15)
Mass terms for the fermions and gauge bosons are generated from spontaneous sym­
metry breaking of the ground state potential of the Higgs field. The SU (2)l x  U(l)y  gauge 
invariant Lagrangian for the Higgs scalar doublet, 0, is
- / i V V - A ( ^ V ) 2. (1-16)
The last two terms of the above expression represent the potential of the Higgs field. For 
the case n 2  < 0 and A >  0, the ground state of the potential does not occur at 0 =  0. In 
fact, there are an infinite number of minima distributed on a circle centered around 0  =  0 . 
We axe free to choose a minimum and by convention,
(1.17)
Here, v is the vacuum expectation value. Although the ground state is not symmetric, 
the overall symmetry (and gauge invariance) of the Lagrangian is preserved. Selecting a 
minimum out of an infinite number of minima is known as spontaneous symmetry breaking.
8The part of Eq. (1.16) that generates mass terms is
( g f  ■ tf. + s'L ziB ,,) J  = ( ^ « g j w * w - ^
1
8
Identifying sin dw =  g1 /  \ /  g2  +  gf2 and cos $w = g / y / g 2  +  ga , Eq. (1.18) becomes
( g f  ■ W„ + a, = ( i« 9)  w ; w ~ “
+  g (s2 +  J > 2^  +  0 ^ .  (1.19)
As desired, the photon is massless. The mass terms for the W  and Z  bosons are identified
as M w =  \vg  and M z = \v \J g % + gn , respectively. Taking the ratio of these masses yields
M w
M z
cos Ow, (1 -2 0 )
to leading order in perturbation theory. The next-to-leading order mass ratio is calculated 
in Chapter 2.
1.2 Low Energy Test o f th e Standard M odel 1: M ea­
surem ent o f Coupling R unning.
1.2.1 Tree Level A nalysis o f E lectrow eak Interactions
The Electroweak Lagrangian operates between initial and final states as a time- 
ordered exponential and produces a scattering amplitude multiplied by a four-momentum-
9conserving 5-function,
iM (2*)lP (p ,  -  Pi) =  (/|T{e< (1 .2 1 )
This exponential must be expanded in a  time-ordered power series. Each term represents 
a higher order in perturbation theory. The minimum number of orders required to produce 
an interaction is known as the “tree level” amplitude. For example, an unpolarized electron 
scattering off of an unpolarized proton via photon exchange can be described by the second 
order term,
?.M7 (27r)454 (p' +  k' - p  -  k) = {e{k')p(jp')\l—T ^  J d 4x(-ie)i>(x)p'yfixpp(x)A'*(x)
x Jd*y(+ie)ijj(y)ei wipe(y)A,'(y)^\e(k)p(p)). (1.22)
Because there are two orderings, the factor of 1/2! can be dropped. After expanding the 
field operators and operating on the initial and final states, the amplitude becomes
i M 7  = uk>fX'{ieY)uk,\  (1-23)Q T  tC
By applying tree level analysis to electron proton scattering, the tree level coupling pa­
rameter, a  = e2  j  Air, can in principle be determined.
1.2.2 Loops, R enorm alization, and R unning
As the orders of the exponential expansion increase in Eq. (1.21), the field operators 
begin forming loops. These loops produce divergent, momentum-dependent integrals. To 
cancel the divergences of the loops, the fields must be renormalized. They “absorb” the 
divergence, but the momentum dependence of the loops remains.
10
Couplings redefined to account for loop corrections are often referred to as effective 
couplings. The effective coupling is what is measured experimentally. The momentum 
dependence of the loops is what causes effective couplings to “run” from their tree level 
value.
For example, consider the expansion of a photon progagator. Because a photon propa­
gator couples to fermions, it depends upon a. An expansion of the propagator can therefore 
be interpreted as a correction to the tree level value of a. The expansion, in terms of one 
loop corrections n(g2), is
q~ -t i t  q“-riz q“- t iz  \q~ ■+■ — II(g2))
=  (in *  0  Umit) (1<24)
Renormalizing the field A^ —» Z ^ 2 A r^ absorbs the divergence of II(q2) into the definition 
of the field. The kinetic energy term shifts to
-  -> -  j ( ^ ) 2 - (1.25)
where 53  = Z 3  — 1 . The new term is the counterterm.
After renormalization the expansion up to  one loop order is
q~ -1- I t  q- -1- it  q- -t- i t  q~ -t- i t  — ^H<72) — <$3 )
—?Yv
=  ( 1 +  (n ^ 2) -  **) +  •••), (1-26)
where n2(g2) indicates a single loop. S3  is a constant that subtracts away the divergence. 
There is not a unique choice for this subtraction. In the commonly used modified mini­
mal subtraction ( MS)  scheme, S3  is chosen to be equal to Tl2 (q2) evaluated at a specific
11
momentum. The choice of the subtracted momentum is known as the renormalization 
condition.
The effective value of alpha at one loop order is
=  “ (» +  (IW 3 2) - s3 )). (1.27)
Notice that the effective coupling is a function of the scheme-dependent choice of S3 . 
When discussing effective couplings, one must make clear what renormalization scheme is 
being used. We will use the MS bar scheme in all of our analysis.
For momentum at the renormalization condition, all higher order loop corrections 
cancel. Thus, measurements at the renormalization condition isolate tree level masses 
and coupling parameters. Masses and coupling parameters run as the momentum of the 
exchanged boson evolves from that of the renormalization condition. The Electroweak 
Lagrangian predicts how the couplings run. Experiments at momentum away from the 
renormalization condition can be used to  test the Standard Model prediction.
1.2.3 T he Qweak E xperim ent: E xtracting  th e  R unning o f  sin2 B w
Different initial and final states isolate different parts of the Electroweak Lagrangian. 
In the illustrative example above we saw that unpolarized electron-proton scattering allows 
for the extraction of a. Suppose we now consider polarized electrons scattering off an 
unpolarized proton. When compared to protons, electrons are essentially massless. In the 
massless limit, chirality and helicity are equivalent. The neutral current for a massless
12
electron becomes
J " c  I. =  H>ni\ {sv -  9a/t ,\'I>i
- + (1-28)
where A =  ± 1 /2  is the helicity of the incoming electron. For an unpolarized proton the 
parity-violating piece of the neutral current gets washed out,
t f c \p = (L29)
At tree level the proton’s weak charge is defined as Q ^ °  =  2 gy  =  1 — 4 sin2 $w-
By scattering electrons of opposite helicity off an unpolarized proton and taking the 
difference, the combination g^9v can be measured. Assuming g \  = —1/2, such parity- 
violating measurements can be used to  extract the proton’s weak charge and the weak 
mixing angle.
The renormalization condition of the weak mixing angle is often chosen at the Z-pole. 
Its value in the MS bar scheme is sin20w{Q2 =  Af|) =  0.2313 [2]. The Qweak experiment 
at Jefferson Lab [3] measured parity-violating electron proton scattering at a momentum 
transfer of Q2  =  0.025 GeV2. The Qweak measurement is far from the Z-pole and can be 
used to test for discrepancies between experiment and the Standard Model prediction for 
the running of the weak mixing angle. Such discrepancies would indicate the presence of 
hitherto unaccounted for New Physics loop corrections.
The presence of New Physics effects can only be determined if the Standard Model 
loop corrections are correctly accounted for. In Chapter 2  we discuss the Standard Model 
expansion of Qw  to one loop order. The expansion is well-known, but an explicit derivation 
for all the terms is lacking in the literature. In Chapter 3 we focus on a particularly
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bothersome one loop correction, the 7 Z  box. Several groups have studied this diagram 
and each has slightly different results due to differing treatments of 7 Z  structure functions. 
In Chapter 4 we highlight how the PVDIS experimental result at Jefferson Lab [4] can be 
used as a first test of the differing treatments.
1.3 Low Energy Test o f th e  Standard M odel 2: M ea­
surem ent o f M uonic H ydrogen Lamb Shift.
1.3.1 T he P roton  Charge R adius and Its C ontribution  to  the  
Lamb Shift
Atomic systems are natural laboratories for low energy tests of the Standard Model. 
The Lamb Shift between 2S  and 2P  orbitals is a  quantum field effect. The energy of the 
electron in the 25 state is shifted due to the vacuum polarization of the photon exchanged 
between the electron and proton. Vacuum polarization occurs when the photon splits 
into a fermion-anti-fermion pair which annihilate into a photon. This polarization is not 
accounted for in relativistic quantum mechanics. Applying Standard Model physics to 
Lamb Shift measurements of hydrogen allows for the extraction of the proton’s charge 
radius.
The lowest order contribution of the proton charge radius to the Lamb shift is in the 
exchange of a photon between the lepton and proton. The proton’s charge radius is found 
by an examination of its form factors. For a point particle, F i(0 ) =  1 . Thus, the finite 
size contribution to the amplitude is
2
M  = (7/x(Fi(<?2) -  1) +  jjtf<rtud'F 2 (Q2 )y)u(p), (1.30)
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where M is the proton mass and q2  =  —Q 2  is the square of the exchanged momentum. 
These form factors can be rewritten in terms of Sachs form factors,
a2G f =  Fi +  —— Fo 
4M 2
Gm = Fi + F2 (1.31)
In the nonrelativistic limit the electronic Sachs form factor, Ge (Q2), represents the 
nucleon charge distribution in momentum space. It is expressed as a Fourier transformation
Ge (Q2) = J p ( x ) e  f l d3 x, (1.32)
where p{x) is the charge distribution in position space. Expanding this integral, the square 
of the charge radius is found to be
* 1  =  M> -  - e dQ2 Q 2=0
(1.33)
Eq. (1.33) is also taken to be the definition of the charge radius in relativistic situations. 
Returning to Eq. (1.30), we see that in the low Q 2  limit
- (  dFi(Q2)M  = 7 M m eu { -  dQ2 
2 , , ,  JGe(Q*)
=  e





E2S - E lp = —r —(|02g(O) | 2 -  \<fop(0)\2)R%, (1.36)
where 0(0) is the lepton wavefunction evaluated at the origin (02p(O) =  0). The radial
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wave functions for the 25 and 2P  states are
e - r / 2 a
g—r/2a (1.36)
where a =  l /(m ra) is the Bohr radius and mr is the reduced mass of the bound system.
The above energy shift is only a small contribution to the total Lamb Shift. The 
charge radius can only be extracted when the energy shifts of all Standard Model processes 
(vacuum polarization, two photon exchange, etc.) are calculated.
1.3.2 A tom ic M easurem ents o f th e  P roton  C harge R adius
The CODATA value for the proton charge radius is R e =  0.8775(51) fm [5] and relies 
largely on Lamb Shift and other energy splitting measurements from electronic hydrogen.
Since muons are roughly 200 times heavier than electrons, muonic orbitals should 
be more sensitive to proton size effects. Recently, Pohl et al. [6 ] measured the Lamb 
Shift between the energy levels 2 5 ^ 1 — 2 P 3^ 2 of muonic hydrogen. They expected to 
find a  more precise value of the proton charge radius that would still agree with previous 
electronic measurements. Instead, Pohl and collaborators extracted a charge radius of 
Re  =  0.84184(67) fm. A more recent muon Lamb Shift analysis, including the energy 
level splitting 2S[^° — 2P^ 1 yielded a charge radius of R e  =  0.84087(39) fm [7], The 
muon measurements are 7a smaller than the CODATA value.
Assuming the experimentalists truly obtained their stated accuracy and accounted 
for all Standard Model corrections, the smaller muon measurement is indicative of New 
Physics. The smaller muonic hydrogen measurements could be due to energy shifts from 
new muon-proton interactions being wrongly attributed to proton size effects. In order
to bring the muonic measurement of the proton charge radius into agreement with the 
electronic measurement, New Physics must lower the muonic Lamb Shift by 310 fieV. Since 
this New Physics scenario involves muons, any models should also not conflict with the 
well-known muon anomalous magnetic moment discrepancy. In Chapter 5 we present our 
New Physics proposal that “explains” both the muon discrepancies. Concluding Remarks 
are made in Chapter 6 .
CHAPTER 2 
One Loop Contributions to the 
Proton’s Weak Charge
The Standard Model Electroweak Lagrangian has a  definite prediction for how the 
weak mixing angle, dw, should change at different momentum. The renormalization con­
dition of the weak mixing angle is often chosen at the Z-pole because many measurements 
have been taken in this region [8 ]. This result in the modified minimal subtraction scheme 
is sin2 9w(Q 2  =  M |)  =  0.2313 [2]. Measurements of this parameter at momenta different 
than the Z-pole can be used to test for discrepancies between experiment and the predic­
tion of the Standard Model. Such discrepancies would indicate the presence of hitherto 
unaccounted for New Physics.
The aim of the Qweak experiment at Jefferson Lab [3] is to obtain a 4% measurement 
of the proton’s weak charge, Q ^-  The experiment measured the asymmetry between left- 
and right-polarized scattered off an unpolarized proton target. The incoming electrons 
had an energy of E  — 1.165 GeV and the momentum transfer was Q2  =  —q2  = 0.025 
GeV2. Data analysis is ongoing at the time of this writing.
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To extract the weak mixing angle from the measured value of Q^y and place constraints 
on New Physics at the desired precision, all radiative corrections must be well understood. 
This chapter identifies and evaluates all of the one loop diagrams contributing to Q{v , with 
the very notable exception of the bothersome DyZ. The DyZ is discussed in Chap. 3.
2.1 D efinition o f Q { \  at One Loop Order.
The parity-violating asymmetry for left- and right-handed electrons scattering off an 
unpolarized proton target is given by
A PV =  (2.1)
VL + VR
where ctl(r) is the cross section for left (right) polarized electrons. Since a  is proportional 
to the modulus squared of the amplitude, the tree level (or lowest order) asymmetry can 
be rewritten as
A I _  1 ^ 7  +  - ^ l L - 1 / 2  ~  \M ~f +  M z \ \ = x/2 ,
pvlLO \ m 7  +  m z \1 = _ 1 / 2  + 1m 7  + m z \1 = 1 / 2  ( • }
where M . 7  and M .z  are the amplitudes for the exchange of a photon and Z  boson and A 
indicates the helicity of the incoming electron. The lowest order amplitudes, Fig. 2.1, are 
given by
and
/i7 — 2 I • y )^p.« (2-3)Q I if




FIG. 2.1: Tree level diagram contributions to Q/w
At low Q2, the tree level asymmetry is
M z  |a=-i/2 — M z  U=l/2Apv  |
i 0  A47
=  <2-5) 4v27ra
Here, =  ^9v = 1—4 sin2 $w is the weak charge of the proton at tree level and Gp 
is the Fermi constant defined as y/2g2/(8Mylr). At tree level p ^c  = A f^ /(M | cos2 9w) =  1- 
To all order in perturbation theory, Eq. (2.1) can be rewritten as
A  _  [A iy  +  M z  +  M r c \ 1 - _ 1/2  ~  1 -^ 7  +  M z  +  M r c \2x =1/ 2 -2
| M 7 +  M z  +  M r c x^=_x/2 +  \M ^  +  M z  +  M r c ^ x/2
where M r c  axe amplitudes for higher order radiative corrections.
Factoring out the tree level amplitudes, Eq. (2.6) becomes
4  G f Q  rW,Lo( . , M r c \ \=-\/2 -  M r c \ \^1/2\ tn ^
Apv = -7 - 7=— Qw I Pnc H— 7 7 —i------------ r r  I (2.7)t \  M z \ \= - \ /2 — Mz\\=zl/2 JAy/2'7TCX
In the low Q2, forward-scattering limit, the one loop asymmetry can be expressed as the 
expansion
> l w | “ -  =  S ( % ' + S l < ? 2 + - ) ( 2 8 )
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where B 4  contains hadronic corrections and
x \ (M y  +  M u  +  M yZ  +  M an\p + Mp\p)\\=-i / 2  
— {M v  + M a  + M-yz + M an\p + ■Mp\p)\\=i/ 2 ] \  ■ (2.9)( . )
/  Q2->Q,E-+0
The only hadronic corrections included in the definition of Qw  is the “pinched” part
*-0,£:
of the proton’s vertex correction ( M p|p). The pinch technique will be discussed in Sec. 2 .6 . 
The remaining radiative corrections to Qw  are gauge boson mass renormalizations ( p n c ) ,  
electron vertex corrections (My) ,  box diagrams (Mu) ,  l Z  propagator mixing (M miX), 
and the “pinched” part of the electron’s anapole moment ( M an\p). The Feynman diagrams 
for pnc, M y ,  and M u  are shown in Fig. 2 .2 . The diagrams for M 1z, M an, and M p are 
shown in Fig. 2.3 and contribute to the one loop running of sin2 6 W.
Obviously, the Qweak experiment is not performed at Q2  =  0 and incoming electron 
energy E  = 0. Qpw can only be extracted when the Qweak data point is fitted with other 
low Q 2  parity-violating data from SAMPLE [9, 10], PVA4 [11, 12], HAPPEX [13, 14] and 
GO [15] and extrapolated down to Q 2  = 0.
FIG. 2.2: One loop contributions to Qyy.  The first diagram contributes to gauge boson mass 
renormalization (p n c )• The second diagram represents lepton vertex corrections { M y ) .  -The 




FIG. 2.3: Remaining one loop contributions to Q w -  The diagrams are for 7 Z  propagator mixing 
(■Myz),  the electron’s anapole moment ( M an), and the proton’s vertex correction { M p). The 
“pinched” parts of the latter two diagrams together with M .mix produce the running of sin2 Ow 
at one loop order.
The next sections will evaluate each type of one loop correction to  Q ^ .  In the final 
section of this chapter we will connect the results of our calculations to the notation used 
in Eq. (4) of Erler et al. [16]
Qw ~  [Pnc +  Ae][l — 4sin2 6 w{0) +  Ag] +  Uww + CDz z  +  ^ 7 z- (2 -1 0 )
In their notation, Ae and Ag are terms containing corrections to the lepton vertex, 
sin2 #vv(0 ) is the one loop definition of the sine of the weak mixing angle evaluated at 
Q2  =  0, and the CDs are terms containing corrections to  the exchange of two gauge bosons 
(“box” diagrams) indicated by the subscript.
For all of our calculations we use f  =  1 gauge.
2.2 Evaluation o f p ^ c
At tree level puc  =  /  (M fcos2 #vv) =  1. At one loop order we must account for
the corrections to the gauge boson propagators. The corrections renormalize the masses of 
the gauge boson and shift the value of p^c- The one loop correction to the W  propagator
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is
x T r ^ l  -  7 5)((^+ #) +  m t) ' f ( l  -  7 5)(^ +  m6)] (2 .1 1 )
where mt and m& are the masses of the top and bottom quarks. Other quark loops also
Note that we are integrating over dimensions d in anticipation of using dimensional 
regularization to evaluate the divergent integral. Also note that the factors of ie have been 
dropped in the denominator to clean up the notation. We can drop them as long as we 
remember that we are calculating propagators using the Feynman prescription.
The denominator of the above amplitude can be reexpressed using “Feynman’s famous
By redefining our momentum variable as I =  q +  xq, the integrals for the quark loop 
become
exist, but their masses are negligible compared to those of the third generation, q is the 
momentum inside the loop and will be used throughout this chapter to  indicate such.
formula” (FFF),
((q + q)2 ~ mt q2 ~
1
(x(q + q) 2  -  xm \  +  ( 1  -  x )(<f -  m l ) ) 2
I ddq 1_________ 1_____(27r)d ((q + q) 2  - m f  q2 - m l  ~ (27r)d (12  -  A ) 2ddl 1 (2.13)
where A  =  —x(l — x)q 2  +  xm j  +  (1 — x)m
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After dropping terms proportional to odd powers of I, the trace simplifies to
Tr[7 ^(l -  75)((^+ i )  +  mt)7 l,(l -  7 5)(^ +  m b)]
=  8 [-(■-I) l V “ -  2 i ( l  -  x)q»q“ + x (l - (2.14)
Performing the momentum integrals, the amplitude reduces to
* I C ( ? 2) =  ( ^ f )  ( i ” )2 /  <**[ -  +  (* -  X)m 6 ) ^
— 2x(l — x)(q^qu — q2 gt"/)] ^  — 7  +  log47r — log (2.15)
where e =  4 — d and 7  is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. In the M S  scheme, the divergent 
term, as well as 7  and log47r are subtracted off. A momentum-independent counterterm 
is also subtracted.
Since the weak charge is defined at Q 2  =  0, we are free to set q2  =  —Q 2  = 0. 
Subtracting off a generic counterterm log A2, the amplitude becomes
m wST  =  *n^(o)





m t ~  m b A2 m 2 —mi
log A2
The amplitude for the one loop correction to the Z  boson propagator is
J )d (9 + 1 ?  - m \ q l -  m j
x Tr[V'(l “  7 5) W + 1) +  m i)7l'(l -  7 5)(^ +  ”»<)]
(2.16)
(2.17)
The breakdown of the denominators and momentum integral are nearly identical to 
that of 11^. As for the previous amplitude, I =  q + xq. Here, A =  —x (l  — x)q2  + m 2. 
Once again we take the q2  —► 0 hmit. The amphtude simplifies to
m z g r  = *n^(0)
= - 32 j L * e w  E  "*? >08 T & r  (2.18)
i=b,t
p is now renormalized to
64tt2M 2
=  1 +  A p (2.19)
The term on the left side represents ” running” masses. All of the terms on the right 
side are all still tree level values. Thus, the substitutions Gp = V 2 g2 / ( 8 M ^ )  and 
cos2 8 \y = 1 are still valid.
Using Gp =  1.1664 x 10~ 5 GeV2, mb =  4.198 GeV, and, m* =  173.1 GeV taken from 
the Particle Data Group [2], p sc  =  1.0031.
2.3 Evaluation o f th e V ertex Corrections: Ae and A'
There are two parity-violating lepton vertex diagrams. The first is a photon loop 
correction to Z  boson exchange and the second is a Z  boson loop correction to photon 
exchange.
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2.3.1 E valuation o f Ae
The first diagram contributes to Ae and has the following amplitude
)
*  ( 2 ' 2 0 )H * Z
where m  is the mass of the electron.
The denominator of the lepton current can be reexpressed using FFF,
1 1 [ \ x  2 ( 1  ~  *)  ( 2  21)
(k -  g)2 (J2 -  m2)2 /„ ((i -  x)(ip -  m*) +  x(k -  q F f '
By redefining our momentum variable as I = q — xk, the integrals for the lepton current
become
/  (2 ttY  (k -  qY {q2 -  m 2)2 = 2 J0 ^  ~  X) /  (2 tt)<* (I2 -  A f  (2<22)
where A =  (1  — x)2m 2.
The numerator of the lepton current evaluates to
uk,y (ie jT)(-igpr)i(g +  m ) ^ { 9 v  ~  9a +  m )( ieY )u k,\ =
(iie)2iuKX> ^  -  4 +  ^  I2 +  2m2(x(4 -  x) -  1)^ Y { 9 v  ~  9aJ 5)
-  4m2(1 -  x )2geA7 m7 5 um  (2.23)
where we have dropped terms proportional to odd I since they will integrate to zero.
In a renormalized gauge theory, there exist vertex counterterms that cancel loop con­
tributions at one specific momentum. For vertex corrections, the renormatization condition
is usually chosen at Q =  0. Such a counterterm cancels the contribution proportional to 
(9v ~  9a 'Y5)- For momentum different than Q =  0, the counterterm will still cancel the 
divergent part but not the entire contribution. The vertex correction would cause the 
coupling to “run” when Q ^  0.
As a check that the above algebra is correct, we can calculate the counterterm directly. 
The counterterm has the form of the derivative of the electron self-energy, dE/djk\y=m. 
Specifically, the self-energy is an electron fine with a photon loop,
-ffifWI , - l i e ) 2 f  d“9 T* 12 24)Loop W  J  ^ 7  ( k - q ) 2 ' ( 1
For an accurate calculation of the photon loop correction, the term proportional to 
{9v~9eA lb) should exactly cancel the derivative of the electron self-energy diagram, dE/d  jk. 
This cancelation has been verified.
The remaining amplitude at Q =  0 is
i M ^ p  = ( 2 ^ ; )  ^ ' ( - s V r V K *
x 8im2(ie)2 dx( 1 -  z ) 3 j  (p  1  A )s - <2-25)
The remaining integral is actually convergent at d = 4 and evaluates to
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The ratio between this vertex correction and Z  exchange amplitudes is Ae,
A — ^ z>7-LoopU=-V2 ~  •A/lz,7-LoopU=l/2  
A 't z U = - l / 2  — A 1 z |a= 1 /2
— S  (2 -2 7 )
Using the value of a  at Q = 0, this term evaluates to -0.00116.
2.3.2 E valuation o f  A'
The amplitude for a Z  boson loop correction to photon exchange contributes to  A' is
kJ  (  ~ W  V -  f  d dQ - W ot t ,  e e 5 J i f f  +  m )cog2 eJ  uk',y J  ^  _ _)2 _ ^  7 (9V 9a1 ) -* _  m2
x ^ e^ ) S r 5 7<r^  "  9A75) u k * - ^ U f , a'{ - ie 7 v)up,a. (2.28)^ T T t (J
Unlike the amplitude for the 7 -loop correction to Z  boson exchange, we cannot im­
mediately take the Q —» 0 limit. The reason is that the photon propagator diverges as 
Q -¥ 0 wheras the Z  boson propagator does not. We must keep terms in the lepton 
current proportional to q2 to produce a cancelation with the denominator of the photon 
propagator. By redefining our momentum variable as I = q — x xk — x 2q as before, the 
integrals for the lepton current become
/ dtq(27r)rf ((fc — q)2 — M f) (qn  — m?) (q2 — m 2)
r l  f l - x i  r  c f t l  1
=  2 1  iX ' l  <faa /  W  (P -  A ) 3 (2'29)
where A =  (1  — X\)2m2 +  X\M | — x 2(l — x\ — x 2)q2.
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The numerator of the lepton current evaluates to
Uk',y{-i9<rrhT(9v -  9eA l5)i{tf +  m){ierf)Hjj[ +  n O V W  -  0lt7B)ufc,A =
i(ie)uk',x'^i9v)2[ -  ( 2  -  d)( 1 -  2 /d)l 2^
-  2m2(3 — 2xi — Xi)7 /1 +  2q2(x2 — l) (x x +  x2 )7 /1 
+  4mk,fi((x2 — l)x i — 2 x2) +  4771^(1 +  2 xx +  2 x2 — x i(xx +  x2))]
+ (9eA)2[ - ( 2 - d ) ( l - 2 / d ) l 2^
— 2m2(—l  — 2xi — xf)7 ^ +  2 q2(x2 -  l) (x x +  x2 )7 ^
+  4mk't*((x2 -  l)x i +  2x2) — 4771^(1 +  2xi +  2x2 +  Xi(xi +  x2))]
+ (-2g eAgev ) [ - ( 2 - d ) ( l - 2 / d ) l 2Y
-  2 m 2 ( 1  -  x ? )7m +  2q2(x2 -  l) (x x +  x 2)y,i 
-  4m k ,fl(x2 — l)(x x +  2 x 2) +  4mfcp(xi +  x 2)(xx +  2x2 — 2 )]7 5 (2.30)
The vector part of the numerator is not necessary for calculating a parity-violating asym­
metry. It is included for completeness and as a check that the algebra is correct. In the 
limit Q —¥ 0 the vector part cancels with the counterterm given by the derivative of the 
electron self-energy diagram. This self-energy diagram is different than the previous one 
in that the electron line emits and reabsorbs a Z  boson. Its amplitude is
- 4T(UU = (  ~ iq V f  ^  -“(a* ~i9ap i(4 + m)
Loop y 2 c o s 0 i y /  J (27r)d 9a1 \ k  -  q)2 -  (q2 -  m 2)
x / ( ^ - ^ 7 5)- (2.31)
Upon subtracting off the axial part of dY,/d/i\p=m and performing the I integral, the
axial part of the loop correction is
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i M 7, Z-Loop I Axial (  ~^9 \ 2~ a - f 1 j  f 1 21 j( o— ) ! T 'uv *  /  dx i /  dx2 \2 co s2dw J 2ir Jo J0
x
2  co   ) 7
, +  ( 1  — X\)2m 2log 7
— m ( r  
,2
aiiMf +  (1 — a:i)2m2
^ ( l 2 -  l)(Xl +  1 2 )7 “ +  ^ k ' “(x2 -  1 )(X! +  2 x2)
2 m,
-  - £ - ^ ( * 1  +  x2)(xi +  22:2 -  2 ) 
—i _
X ■^2"Up/)g'7/j'^p,s-
( - 2 0A0v75 )U|fc,A
(2.32)
When we rewrite A;*1 and k,fi in terms of q* and (k + k 'Y ,  we see that the coefficient 
for (k +  k 'Y  integrates to zero, when shifted to the hadron side also yields zero.
Eq. (2.32) is complicated, but simplifies after it is expanded in terms of q2. When 
the limit q2 -» 0  is taken, only the term proportional to q2 survives as it cancels with the 
denominator of the photon propagator.
The parity-violating ratio between this vertex correction and the treel level Z  boson 
exchange in the Q —> 0 limit is
•M.l t Z -L o o p \ \= - l /2  ~  • M y ,z -L o o p \\= 1/2 
■Adz I A = -1/2 — M z \x= \/2
a ( 1  , rM h \
3tt V6  +  °g i m 2 - j (2.33)
At Q =  0, this term evaluates to -0.00141.
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2.4 B ox Diagrams: H w w  and D z z
The box diagrams describe the exchange of two gauge bosons between the electron and 
proton. The W  and Z  propagators are dominated by high momentum which allows the 
hadronic currents to be calculated using pQCD. The W W  and Z Z  boxes can therefore 
be calculated directly with quark operators substituted into the hadronic currents. In 
contrast, the photon propagator is dominated by low momentum exchange outside of the 
regime of pQCD. The analysis of the 7 Z  box is more involved than the other boxes and 
we delay a presentation of its analysis until the next chapter.
The calculation of the W W  and Z Z  boxes is relatively straightforward. Still, we 
present some of the intermediate results in the evaluation of the boxes highlight their 
structure and to provide a check for readers interested in working through the calculations 
themselves.
2.4.1 Evaluation o f  D w w
The easiest way to proceed in the analysis of the W W  box is to express its amplitude 
in terms of field operators,
dwdxdydz
y (e(k')p(p')\T{W-(w)J->‘(w )W :(x )J +‘'(x) 
x W ; ( y ) J - ’‘(y)W+(z)J+l'(z)}\e(k)p(p)), (2.34)
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where J +U(x) =  ip„(x)7 I/1 / 2 ( 1  —7 5 )^e(:r) and the integrals are taken over four dimensions. 
Evaluating the gauge field propagators and simpifying gives
iM w w (2n)4S(k' +p' — k — p) =  Jd w d x{e (k ') \T {J ~ ^ (w )J +t/(x)}\e(k))
x f  dvdz f  ^  ~*9n0 -ik(z-w) f  d4P  - i g va ik>{x- y)J  V J  J  (2tt)-* - M l
x <p(p') l^ { J - “ (J,) (^)} jp(p) >, (2.35)
We are only interested in the zero-momentum transfer limit, k = kf =  q. After evaluating 
some of the ^-functions, the amplitude becomes
i M w W  =  (2^) {~ 2 i ) I
x 4 J d ‘ye^{p(j,')\T{J+(0)J-(y)}\p(p)). (2.36)
The lepton current simplifies to
Wfe.A'7^  i l v{ 1 -  75 )wfc,A =  qakpTr[ J ( l  +  (2A)75 ) 7 V W ( 1  -  75)] , (2.37)
where A indicates the helicity of the incoming electron. Only left-handed electrons (A =  
—1 / 2 ) give a non-vanishing trace:
fiM'V* i l v{ 1 -  7 5 H ,a | a = _ 1 /2  =  4 ( * V  +  fcV  -  q • k g T  +  i ^ k p q * )  (2.38)
For the hadron currents we only consider field operators for the up and down quarks,
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notated u(x) and d(x) respectively.
4 j d 4ye^(p (p ') \T {J+ (0 )J -(y )} \p (p ))^  J -  75 )d(0)
X d(y)7 „ ( 1  -  7 5 )w(y)0 (O -  y0)
+  d(y) 7 „ ( 1  -  7  5)u(y)
x ®(0)7m(1 ~ 7 5)rf(0)©(l/o -  0)} |p(p)) (2.39)
After some algebra and the approximations u(y) rs u(0) and d(y) «  d(0 ), the currents 
reduce to
4 J d4yeUn{p(p,)\T{J+(0)J-(y)}\p(p)) = -^ (p (p ') |{ u (0 )7 /x 7 < T 7 i '( l  -  7 5)«(0)
-  d(0)7„7<r7/x( l  -  7 5)d (0 )} |p (p )) (2.40)
The entire amplitude can be expressed as
i M w w ^ - w  =  ( ^ )  (~ 2 t)H i  (2*y  q2(<f -  M i y
x (A:"?1' +  /b V  -  9  ■ *9 *" +
x “ 2 (p (p ' ) |M 0 ) 7 m7<t7*(1 -  7 5M 0 )
-  rf(0)7./7<r7/i(1 -  7 5)rf(0)} |p(p)). (2.41)
To evaluate the first three terms of the lepton current with the hadron current, we must 
spin-average the hadron currents and rewrite the quark currents in terms of isospin and 
electromagnetic currents. In the limit of zero momentum transfer, j j  =  p and the currents
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simplify to
(p O ')]-^ |p (p ))  =  5< p(p ')|{“ (0)7^«(0) -  d(O)~,„d(0)}\p(p)}
=  ft. (2.42)
and
{p(p')\J*m\p(p)) =  < P 0 ') |^ |t / ( 0 ) ^ ^ ( 0 ) -  |d (0 )7 M<i(0)J|p(p))
=  2p„. (2.43)
To evaluate the fourth term of the lepton current with the hadron current, we must invoke 
the identity,
7m7q7" =  s T ' f  -  g T ' f  +  9a v (2.44)
It is important not to spin-average before taking this identity as it contains a 7 5 term. 
The amplitude simplifies to
iM w w \x=_1/2 = i y  f 6 ~ 2 ^  +  1 +  X/ 2  +  9/ 2)- (2-45)
In the Q2 —> 0 hmit, the amphtude for Z  boson exchange is
i M * -  -  ( " ) * lW S f °  (2.46)
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and the WW box is
M w w \ \ = - \ / 2  ~  •Mww\\=l / 2  ~p,LO 
° w w  =  M z \x, . i n - M z \ ^ /2
=  -— (2. 47) 
47r sin $w
Although the overall momentum transfer is Q =  0, the momentum within the loop is 
high. To evaluate this term, definitions of a  and sin2 9W at the Z  pole are used. At the Z  
pole Dww  evaluates to 0.0188.
2.4.2 E valuation o f D z z
The Z Z  box analysis is very similar to that of the W W  box. Substituting J ±/J —> J%, 
W ±tx —> Z*, and ^  —¥ in Eq. (2.35), the Z Z  ampfitude is
i M Zz(2n)48{k'+ p ' -  k -  p) = C^QS2^  ^ J  dwdx{e(k')\T{J^(w)Jz(x)}\e(k))
x f  dvdz f  ^  - ik(z-w)  f  d4k' _ - i 9 v a  - i p ( x-v)J  J  (27r)4 k2 — M | J  (27r)4 k'2 — M f
x (p(p')\T{J%(y)J%(z)}\p(p)), (2.48)
where J vz (x) =  ipe(x)'yvl/2(gy  — g%j5)ipe(x). Once again we are only interested in the 
zero-momentum transfer limit, k = Jc' =  q. After evaluating some of the ^-functions, the 
amplitude becomes
d4q 1
+ p ' - k - p ) =  ( 2 ^ )  H )  f  £ )4 q2(q2 _  M|) !
X tifc/,A'7*1 ^ Y ( ( 9 v ) 2 +  ( 9 a ) 2 -  2 9 v 9 eA 7 5)u k,\  
x 4 J <J‘»e<w(p O /) |r { * .(0 )J Zl,(»)}|p(p)>. (2.49)
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The lepton current simplifies to
“M'T* fh"((gvY  + (» i ) 2 -  29v9j75 )u/b,i =  +  (2 A
x ((flt-)2 + { & ?  ~  2« ^ 75)], (2.50)
where A indicates the helicity of the incoming electron. Both left- and right-handed elec­
trons give a non-vanishing trace:
4Y((9v? +  (si)2 -  29vSi75)«»,i|A_±1/2 =  2(('Jv =F »i)2(fc'V' + k“<f
- q - k ^ T i f ^ k ^ )  (2.51)
For the hadron currents we once again only consider field operators for the up and 
down quarks, notated u(x) and d(x) respectively.
■ J  d4yetqv{p{p,) \T{JZti(0)Jzu(y)}\p(p)} = J  d4yeiqv (p(j)')\
^ 2  {9 (0 )7 M  -  9a75)q(0)
q=u,d
X q(y)lu{9v -  9a7 5)?(2/)©(0 -  Vo) 
+ 9{y)lu{9v -  9qA75)<l(y)
X 9(O)7m(0v -  99A75)q(0)Q(yo -  0)}|p(p))
(2.52)
After some algebra and the approximations u(y) «  tt(0) and d(y) ~  d(0), the currents
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reduce to
4 f  d4yeim(p(p')\T{Jz » (0 )J zM }\p (p ))  =  X I  {?(°)^7<x7«/
”  g=u,d
x ((<&)2 +  (<&)2 -  2 ^ ^ 7 5)?(0)
-  ?(0)7l/7a7/i
x ((9 v ?  +  (9a f  ~  2 ^ a 7 5 )?(0)}|p(p)) (2.53) 
The entire amplitude can be expressed as
\  4 y* ^ 4 ^
2 cos2 6 w  )  J  (2tt)4 s 2(?2 — M % )2
* [ ( »  +  s i ) 2 -  (9ev  -  g t f M V  +  * V  -  «• k<T)
+  f c r t '- 'M .X W  +  s i ) 2 +  W  -  S i)2)] 
x “ j(p (P ') | 5 3  W 0)7/.7»7..
q=u,d
x ( ( ^ ) 2 +  (Pa)2 -  2Pv^a75)9(0)
-  ?(0)7«/7<t7m
x ( ( ^ ) 2 +  (0a) 2 -  25vi?A75 )9(0)}|p(p)) (2.54)
The first three terms of the lepton current cancel with the hadron current in a straight­
forward manner. To evaluate the fourth term we once again must invoke the identity of
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Eq. (2.44). After spin-averaging this term becomes
i €P n a v k p q a  x  ^ ( . . . )  =  6  <  p ( p ' )  | ^ 2  5 v ^ 9 ( ° ) 7 ^ ^ ( 0 ) | p ( p ) )
q=u,d
=  6 k^iigev + geAf  +  {gev -  g\ ) 2)
x < pip') I -  3 sin2 e^ j  JT  + ( _ |  + 1sin2 JIIpCp))-
(2.55)
The amplitude simplifies to
. ,  . | . w  . . (  - i g  V  24p k ( 3  5 . 2/1  \
^ ^ | a=i/2 - ^ 2 c o s 2 ^ J  1Gk* M * \4  3  sin QwJ
x (1 — 4 sin2 9w + 8  sin4 9W) (2.56)
The Z Z  box is
_  M z z \ \= - \ / 2  —  M z z I a ^ I / 2 ^ , 1 0
— a A  I AX IM z \ \= - 1 /2  ~  M z \X=1/2
a
47r sin2 $w cos2 9W
^  — 5 sin2 9w^  (1 — 4 sin2 9w +  8  sin4 #vv) (2.57)
As with the other box diagram, we evaluate \3Zz  using Z  pole definitions of parame­
ters. □  z z  evaluates to 0.00192.
2.5 C ontribution o f M miX to  sin20vr(Q2)
A Z  boson propagator can fluctuate into a photon propagator through a fermion or 
W  boson loop. Such diagrams, Admix, contribute to the running of sin2 9w-
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All amplitudes have the form
— %Q e — %QCX^ '
iMmix =  2 cos2 ~  9*a1 )Uk'Xq* -
—icp1*
x — Upits'{ )up,s (2 .5 8 )
Notice that we have dropped the QoSlp. term in the numerator of the Z  boson propagator 
since it will evaluate to zero when confronted with the hadron current.
All of the loops with fermions or two W  bosons feature the same substitution I = q+xq. 
The integrals for these loops become
[  f t  1 1 _ f l d x [  ^  1 f2 59)J  (2 x)‘ ? - m } ( q  +  g P - m t  J0 J  (2jr)“ (P -  A)» ’ 1 ° 1
where A =  — rr(l — x)q2 +  m 2 and ra* is the mass of either a fermion or W  boson.
2.5.1 C ontribution o f th e  ferm ion loop.
f
FIG. 2.4: Fermion loop.
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The fermion loop is shown in Fig. 2.4 and its amplitude is
Fermion Loop ( _ 1 )  /  7 0  £  E ®  [ < - « * « • » >i  color
j(0+ 4 +  raj)
(9 + q )2 -  m f
(2.60)
where E* is a sum over fermions. The sum over color only applies to the quark loops. 
Plugging Eq. (2.60) into Eq. (2.58) gives
Using the M S  scheme, the divergent parts as well as 7  and log Air are subtracted off.
We are free to choose a renormalization condition. Because the Particle Data Group [2]
To invoke our renormalization condition sin29w{Q2 — M f) =  0.2313, we subtract off 
A =  rc(l — x)M f +  mf. For the remainder of this chapter, sin2 9w — 0.2313.
Notice that the first line of Eq. (2.61) is very similar to Eq. (2.4). Adding the hadronic 
vector part of these two equations together gives
Fermion Loop
m ix, Fermion Loop
(2.61)
quotes a value of sin2 6w a t the Z  pole, we renormalize at the mass of the Z  boson.
Following the notation of Czarnecki and Marciano [17, 18, 19], the second line of
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Eq. (2.62) can be interpreted as the fermion loop’s contribution to the “running” of sin2 9w,
i ( l  -  4 sin2 M Q 2) ! ^  ^.p) =  j ( l  -  4k /W 2) sin2 »iv(M |)) (2.63)
where
«/(Q 2) = 1 +
a
7r sin 9w E E ^  /  d a r ( l - * ) * l o gi color
m 2 +  x (l — x )M \  
m 2 +  x (l — x)Q2
— 1 +  f^ le p iQ  )  Kquark ( Q  )• (2.64)
The ratio involved in the one loop expansion of Qw  is
Fermion L o o p U = —1/2 -M m ix ,  Ferm ion Loop|a=1/2 ^ y p , L O
•A4zU=-1/2 -  - M z \ \= \ / 2  W
= - 4 (k/(Q 2) -  l)s in 2$w{Ml).
(2.65)
Fig. 2.5 displays the running of sin2 dw  due to the fermion loop. The value of a  
was chosen at the Z  pole. Fig. 2.6 breaks down the running into the lepton and quark 
contributions. The top quark contribution is neglible and is not included.
The behavior of the plots can be understood if we look closely at the logarithm:




ra2 /M § +  x ( l  — x) 
1 +  x ( l  — x)Q 2/m% (2.66)
When Q2 < m 2, the first logarithm dominates. Fermions with smaller masses produce 
a larger value for the first logarithm. At low Q2 we clearly see the contribution of each 
fermion follows the mass spectrum, with lighter fermions producing a larger contribution. 
As Q2 increases the second logarithm decreases the overall contribution. This decrease does
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not become substantial until Q2 =  ra2. Thus, the contribution of each fermion remains 
relatively constant for Q2 < m 2.
The quark contributions are greater than the lepton contributions for two reasons. 
First, gxv  is larger for quarks than for charged leptons. Second, the quark contributions 
are tripled due to the sum over color. All the fermion contributions converge to  0 as 
Q2 —> M | because of our choice for the renormalization condition.
Our fermion contribution is smooth and calculated using the conventions of Czarnecki 
and Marciano [17, 18, 19]. In contrast, the fermion contribution to the sin2 6w running 
plot calculated by Erler et al. [16, 20] is not smooth. The jaggedness comes about because 
they chose not to  include particle i in the summation of « /(Q 2) when Q2 < m 2. They also 
evaluated Eq. (2.66) in the limit Q2 »  m 2. Taking the high Q2 limit of Eq. (2.66) and 
plugging it into Eq. (2.64) gives the Erler et al. expression for Kf(Q2):
« / ( Q 2 ) |E r le r  ~  1 +  ^  ^ 2  g  l o g
i color v
m l'XJ
m 2 +  log
%
[ q 2 J e {Q 2 - m 2) \ ,  (2.67)y
where 0 (Q 2 — ra2) is the Heaviside step function.
The above quark loop analyses for both Czarnecki and Marciano and Erler et al. 
overlook a crucial problem at low Q2. As discussed by Marciano and Sirlin [21] and 
Czarnecki and Marciano [17], QCD effects in the quark loops dominate at low Q2 and 
electroweak calculations are insufficient. Estimates of these low Q2 loops are found by 
performing dispersion relations on experimental results of e+e_ —» hadron reactions. For 
Q2 =  0, Czarnecki and Marciano [17] give the overall correction to  sin2 0vv(Af§) as k(Q2 = 
0) =  1.0301 ±  0.0025. This correction yields sin2 0*^(0) =  /c(0) sin2 0w (M f) =  0.2383 ±  
0.0006. A more recent and precise value for «(0) was calculated by Erler et al. [20] and 
Ferroglia et al. [22]. The Erler et al. calculation yielded sin2 9w(0) = k(0) sin2 6w (Mz) =  
0.23867 ±  0.00016. We chose to use this more precise value instead of the Czarnecki and
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Marciano result.
Following the lead of Czarnecki and Marciano [19], we consider QCD effects in the 
range Q < 0.1 GeV. Czarnecki and Marciano presumably chose an upper bound of Q =  0.1 
GeV because it is at the scale of pion production. After including the W  loop and pinch 
corrections of the next sections, we perform a simple modification to the total running of 
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FIG. 2.5: The running of sin2 0w due to  7 Z  mixing via a fermion loop.
2.5.2 C ontribution o f th e  tw o W  loop.
The mixing of a Z  boson and a photon propagator can also occur via a W  loop. In 
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FIG. 2.6: Left: the running of sin2 9w  due to lepton loops. Right: the running due to quark 
loops.
FIG. 2.7: Two boson loop diagrams in £ =  1 gauge. The first diagram contains two W  bosons. 
The second and third diagrams contain a W and Goldstone boson. The fourth diagram is a 
two Goldstone Boson loop and the fifth diagram is a ghost loop.
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Fig. 2.7). The first diagram gives
cosdw ) [(2 q +  q)ffgap + (q -  q)pgaa 
+ ( - ?  -  2 q)a9„„] j ^ S — —
—iqra
x ( - ie )  [ ( -?  +  9 )€0 *. +  (2 g +  q)r9tf +  (- q  -  2 q ) ^ ]  ^ ---- r ^ - .  (2 .6 8 )
After invoking Eq. (2.59) and performing the momentum integrals, the amplitude reduces
to
2 ^
in^w-Loop =  J  dxT (2 “  0  ( x )  3 cos dw e ^A -  (2.69)
where
A =  qa<lp{d -  6  -  2 (2 d -  3)x(l -  x)) +  gapq2{5 -  2x(l -  x)) (2.70)
and
B  = (2.71)
The two diagrams with a W + and 4>+ give identical amplitudes. Their sum is
= 2  f  ddq ~ igPi 1“AW-Loop (27rY i q  + q y - M ^ i p - M ^
x ieMw 9 0 t ( - ig )M z  sin2 6 w gap
“  1 ) ( z 7 2 )
In the above equation, we are allowed to make the substitution M z  cos 6w = M w  since
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the gauge bosons are tree level.
The diagram with two (j>+ evaluates to
•rr4 [  ddq i {  sin2 Ow \  (
*n0?,w.Loop =  J  ) {~ q “  9 )“ '1 {q + q)2 -
X ( ie ) ( -q -
=  ^  f d x T ( 2- i ) ( i y ~ ig- ( c o s e w - ^ . ) e  
(47t ) 2  J \  2 /  \ A J  2 \  cosew J
x ( C - D 5 T = i A ) '  ( 2 7 3 )
where
C = qaqe(l -  4x(l -  x)) (2.74)
and
’d
The ghost loop amplitude is given by
D  =  gaA .  (2.75)
*n ^,w-u«p ( v f  t ^ ' f l q  + q)'1 -  M ^ q 1 -  e)( 9Cos9w)(? +  ?)«
x / “* ( - «  +  (9 +  « )W cta
x pcos0vve^2x(l -  aOfety +  2^‘76^
FIG. 2.8: One boson loop diagrams in £ =  1 gauge. The first diagram contains one W  boson. 
The second diagram contains one Goldstone boson.
2.5.3 C ontribution o f th e  single W  loop.
In £ =  1 gauge, there are two, one boson loop diagrams (see Fig. 2.8). The amplitude 
with one W  propagator gives
e f  ddq —igCT
^c^w-Loop = J  j^ p jd  cos B w e){2ga0g<TT ~  g ^ g a r  ~  g ^ g a a )
=  ^ rH ) ( 4 ) <2-77>
The amplitude with one <f> propagator gives 
rr7 f  ddq * /. sf a sin2 6w\
“ ^w-Loop J (2t ty ^ - M ^ 169^  w cosdw 9^a0
- (^ r(2 - 9 ( k V T k 9 i c o s 6 w  ~  ££)** (278)
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2.5.4 Sum  o f W  loops.
The sum of ~U.ag is
2-1
(4tt)
X (Q29a0 ~  q a q p )  ( g e COS6W (5 -  4a;(l -  x) -  (3 -  e)(l -  2a;)2) 
- 9 e ( c o s ^ - ^ ) l ( l - 2 x)2)
+  2 M%ge cos OwQap
=  - 7  +  log47T - l o g A ^ e c o s ^
(<?9c0 -  9a^)(5  -  4x(l -  x)
~  -  2x)2 +  -  2 a; ) 2 tan29w ) +  2 M%gap
+ j ^ y 2 9 ecos^ ( i  -  2 x ) 2 ( q 2 9 a p  -  q a q p ) , (2.79)
where d = 4 — e. To obtain this sum it was necessary to use the identity,
{ M l)
- M S + j ( 1 - 2 x ) V A - 1 )■ (2.80)
Notice that this amplitude does not satisfy the Ward Identity. The “pinched” part 
of the anapole moments will add to this term and preserve gauge invariance. The pinch 
technique will be examined in the next section.
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Substituting Eq. (2.79) into Eq. (2.58) gives
*-A4mix,W-Loop — (^ 2  COS2 O w )  ^ k' ^U k '^  g2 _  f y f 2 UP'<s' ( ^ ) u p,s
x ^  j  ( f  “  7  +  loS 47r “  log
x cos2 9w
1 \  2  
+  - ( 1  -  2 x)2 tan 2 0 WJ  +
+  2 c o s 2 0 v^ ( 1 — 2 x ) 2 ^ (2.81)
To interpret this result as a correction to the weak mixing angle, we renormalize to 
define sin2 9w at the Z  pole and add it to  the tree level Z  exchange,
/  _ ig \  z —ig
i M z  +  m ix,W -Loop Irenonn  =  y  2 COS2 6 W  )  Sfc' ’A,7#1^"” fl,^ 7 5 ^Wfc’A 9 2 _  ^ ' V / V p ,
(^+s / dxlog
+  x (l -  x )M |
cos2 9w ( 7 ; +  1 0 x (l — x)
+  - ( 1  — 2x)2ta n 2 ^vv (2.82)
This expression can be interpreted as giving
^(1 -  4sin2 0lv(Q2) |m.x) =  ^ ( 1  -  4/c6(Q2) sin2 0w (M l)), (2.83)
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where
, 2 a  1 f  M l  +  x{\ — x )M f
kJ Q 2) =  1 -  -— , /  dxlog —- --------------— -
v '  4tt sin2 9W J  A
:( i
•)
cos2 Ow ( ^  +  1 0 x (l — x )
+  - ( 1  — 2 x)2 tan2^ M l (2.84)
2.6 Pinch Technique Evaluation o f th e  E lectron’s 
A napole M om ent and th e P roton  V ertex.
The pinched part of the anapole moment diagrams is considered part of the definition 
of sin2 $w(Q2)- The anapole diagram has two boson and one fermion propagator in its 
loop. The pinch technique [23] involves expanding the anapole moment to find a term 
which cancels the fermion propagator. The so-called pinch terms for the anapolo moment 
and the proton vertex effectively describe two boson loops and are added to the 7 Z  mixing 
diagram. Together, they satisfy the Ward Identity.
FIG. 2.9: One loop diagrams for the electron’s anapole moment in £ =  1 gauge. Only the first 
diagram has a non-zero pinch term.
In £ =  1 gauge there are three relevant diagrams tha t contribute to the electron’s 
anapole moment (See Fig. (2.9). A fourth diagram involving two Goldstone bosons is
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proportional to m 2/M{y and can be neglected. The first amplitude is
ddq ^9<jt i9otp $)
r)d (9 — q)2 -  q2 -  (k -  q)2 
x y*(i -  7 5)uM (- ie )  [ (-g  -  q)Tga(i + (2 q -  q)agpT +  (2 g -  q f g Ta]
Expanding this equation gives the pinch term as
*A1 «"lp“ ‘ “  ( 2 ^ )  ( <e)2( 4i) /  (2r0" (? -  ?)2 -  M l  <P -  M &
X Wfc',A'7^(l -  7 5)^fc,A - j — U j / j Y U p ' S
x Ufe',A'7^(l -  7 5W ,a %g~ VUtf,sn  vup,a,
where A =  — x{\  — x)g2.
Renormalizing at the Z  pole and only focusing on the axial contribution gives
i M lan I pinch “  ( 2  cos'* 9w  )  9eA75)uk,xq2 _ ^ | V ^ ' 7 \ , S
a  





The amplitudes for the electron’s other two anapole moment diagrams add to
-  G ®  i t * * *  I w ? { Y { l  -  t 5 ) a  - w -  M i iM w e9 "T
+  (1  “  ^  (q -  q)2 -  ( k -  4)2 q2 - M ^ ^ 1 ~  75)} Wfc-A
x —^ UP’,s '(- ie'Yl')up,s- (2-88)
The numerator of this amplitude does not have the necessary momentum-dependence 
to produce a pinch term. It does not contribute to the running of the weak mixing angle.
Notice that the lepton anapole moment Eq. (2.87) alone is adequate to cancel the 
Ward Identity-violating piece of Eq. (2.81). However, we must also add the pinch part of 
the proton’s vertex correction (see Fig. 2.3) for Z  exchange to preserve the Ward Identity 
in the general gauge [24]. We approximate the intermediate fermion as a massless quark.
As with the lepton’s anapole moment, in £ =  1 gauge there is only one amplitude for 
the proton’s vertex correction that possesses a non-zero pinch part. This amplitude is
iM*= ( iv § )  “ g^ S )u^
X 2 -  7 5W ' ~  | ) 7 r ( l  -  7 5)Up,sq iviz
x (- ig co sdw )[(q -  q)Tg% + ( - 2 q -  q ) ^ r +  ( 2 q +  q fg]]
*  I  -  M l ) ( ( q  +  qy  -  M l ) ( p "  +  q)* (2 '8 9 )
Expanding this equation gives the pinch term. Renormalizing at the Z  pole and
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keeping only the lepton’s axial contribution gives
* A tp |p in c h  — ^ 2 e o s 2 $ w )  U k’’X' ^ (  _ ^ 2 UPf ’8' 1 VQ  'T ’) u P,s
x a
4 sin Own / 'cos2 9W I dx log
T-Qpv
Mw  +  x ( l  — x ) M \
(2.90)
One further manipulation must be made. The hadron current is
'y )^p,s — 4J,
=  4 J f  +  4 sin2 OwJl™ (2.91)
The neutral current contribution is dropped since it will not contribute to the running 
of sin2 8w- The relevant part of the pinch term is
i M p |p inch  -  ( 2 c o s 2 ^ )  Wfc ',V 7 M(
-Wnu _ „
x — cos2 Qw I  dx log
7T J
Myy +  X{1 — X)M | (2.92)
This expression can be interpreted as giving
- ( 1  — 4 s i n 2 0iv(<22) |  - w  i 9  v \  • /  | m tz,W -Loop 4 sin2 &w(Q2) |pinch) =  “  4 < (Q 2) sin2 M ^ l ) )
(2.93)
where
«U<32) =  1 “  j -  ; Tfl" f  dx logA'ksvctOw J
M^r + x ( l  -  x )M z
x ^ cos2 0^(5  +  1 2 x (l — x)) +  ^ ( 1  — 2 x) 2^ . (2.94)
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Fig. 2.10 shows the contribution of the boson loop added with the “pinched” part of 
the electron’s anapole moment and the proton’s vertex correction. This curve is smooth 
and follows the conventions of Czarnecki and Marciano [17, 18, 19]. In contrast, the boson 
contribution to the sin2 9w running plot calculated by Erler et al. [16, 20] is jagged. It 
appeaxs Erler and collaborators make similar approximations to what were made in their 
fermion calculation. Their boson curve is proportional to log(M ^/Q 2)0 (Q 2 — M^r).
The ratio involved in the one loop expansion of Q^y is
( A / lm ix ,W-Loop "b A 'tan) 1/2 (•^'4 mix, W-Loop +  .A'fan) |a = 1/2 ^ yptLO
M.z\x=~ 1 /2  ~  -MzU=1/2 W
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FIG. 2.10: The running of sin2 0 w  due to 7 Z  mixing via a W loop and the pinched parts of the 
electron’s anapole moment and proton vertex correction.
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The total running of the weak mixing angle is
1 -  4 sin2 6w{Q2) =  1 -  4(«/(Q 2) +  n'b(Q2) -  1 ) sin2 0 w (M f). (2.96)
It is necessary to subtract a  1 when we add the /c’s to avoid overcounting the tree level 
diagram. The total running is shown in Fig. 2.11. As previously discussed, this curve 
was calculated following the conventions of Czarnecki and Marciano [17, 18, 19]. The 
jaggedness of the Erler et al. [16, 20] plot is due to approximations of the loop logarithms 
and removing particle contributions to the fermion loops when Q2 < to2. At low Q2 
QCD effects in the fermion loop dominate and the QED running calculation is no longer 
meaningful. As previously mentioned, for Q <  0.1 GeV we used the value sin2 0^=0.23867 
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FIG. 2.11: The total running of sin2 Ow-
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2.7 Com parison o f our D efinition o f Q ^  to  Erler e t  
a l .
Combining all of our results from the previous sections, our definition of Cfw  up to 
one loop order at Q2 = 0 is
Qw = ( P n c  +  * e ) Q t f °  + K -  4(k/ (0) +  4 (0 )  -  2) sin2 0W(M 2Z)
4- Oww  +  O zz  +  D7 z  (2.97)
We have chosen our renormahzation at the Z  pole. Thus, Q y^°  =  1 — 4 sin2 9w(Mz ). 
Up to one loop order we are free to make the substitution
Ae “  4 (*/(0) +  *6(0) “  2) sin2 6w(Mz )
= ( P N C  + Ae) [A' -  4(k/(0) +  4 ( 0) -  2) sin2 9W(MZ)\
=  (1 +  Ap + Ae) [ a ;  -  4(K/(0) +  4 (0 ) -  2) sin2 dw (M f )], (2.98)
since Ap +  Ae multiplied by the terms in square brackets are higher order corrections that 
can be dropped. Performing this substitution in Eq. (2.97) yields
( &  = [PNC  +  Ae] [Q^LO +  a ;  -  4(*/ (0) +  4 (0 )  -  2) sin2 0W(M 2)] + Oww + Dz z  +  DyZ.
(2.99)
Using the running sin2 Ow definition of Eq. 2.96 returns the Erler et al. result:
Qw ~  Ipnc  +  Ae][l — 4 sin2 0 ^ ( 0 ) +  A'] +  □  ww  +  Cl z z  +  Oyz- (2 .100)
CHAPTER 3
Evaluation of the 7 Z  Box
Marciano and Sirlin first examined the diagrams Fig- 3.1, in their study of 0(a)
of a massless propagator, contains low momentum contributions in which the use of 
pQCD is invalid.
Erler et al. [16] concisely express the Marciano and Sirlin result for the proton case as
The first term of the above expression comes from the pQCD regime while the second 
covers the low momentum regime. In the pQCD regime was evaluated directly in 
a manner similar to M.ww  and M.zz-  Additionally, it was assumed that the incoming 
electron energy could be set to zero and the struck quarks behaved non-relativistically.
Below the momentum scale A «  1 GeV, the constant term C1z ( A) both canceled 
the A dependence of the pQCD regime and estimated the magnitude of low momentum
radiative corrections to parity violation in atomic systems [25, 21]. Due to the presence
M z \ \= -1/2 — M z \ x = i / 2  
7j^(l -  4 sin2 Ow) ( log +  c i z ( A)^ (3.1)
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exchange. Erler et a/.’s estimate of C7z{A) was 3/2 ±  1 . Accoimting for the prefactor, 
this term contributes only a 0.65% uncertainty to Qw- Erler et al. argued that a  more 
thorough analysis of C7 z(A) could shift its central value but was unlikely to change the 
error bars.
e(k) efk1) e(k) e(k')
P(P) P(P) P(P)
FIG. 3.1: Diagrams for M 7z-
P(P)
Gorchtein and Horowitz [26] suggested the D7z  could be more thoroughly evaluated 
using a dispersive analysis. Here, the important details to note are that D7z  depended 
on the electron’s energy and its error bars were more than double those found by Erler 
et al. This surprising result inspired a check of the dispersive analysis by Sibirtsev et 
al. [27]. Their analytic expression for the dispersion relation was twice that of Gorchtein 
and Horowitz. We performed a third examination of the dispersion relation [28] and agreed 
with the expression found by Sibirtsev et al. Gorchtein et al. [29] reanalyzed their work 
and now all three groups agree on the analytic form of Oyz- The details of the dispersive 
analysis are described in Section 3.1.
The expression for D7z  contains presently unmeasured proton structure functions, 
(x, Q2). Models for these structure functions must be constructed in order to evaluate 
□ 7 z- Models for F ^ f  (x, Q2) are presented in [27, 28, 29, 30]. Models for F^z (x ,Q 2) are 
found in [31, 32, 33]. Section 3.2 describes our model for the structure functions as well as 
the models used by other groups. Section 3.3 presents the numerical evaluation of □  7z-
3.1 D ispersive A nalysis o f D7^
3.1.1 O ptical T heorem  and th e  E valuation  o f th e  Im aginary Term
o f A i - y Z
The Qweak experiment measured electrons scattered off a proton target tha t ex­
changed momentum Q2 =  0.026 GeV2. By approximating this momentum exchange as 
zero, the optical theorem can be invoked. If the initial and final states of an interaction 
are the same, then the imaginary part of the amplitude is given by
ImMa« =  ^ ^ ( 2 7 r ) 4<5(4)(pa -  pb)MabMba.
b
(3.2)
where subscript “a” labels identical initial and final states and subscript “b” indicates
intermediate states.
Invoking the optical theorem, the amplitude for the 'yZ exchange gives
( ^ )Im  M jZ =  \ j
x { ~  *i)u(ku  Ai ) j uu(k)
J  d * r ) e m ( p s  \ J z n { v ) J ' y v ( 0 ) \ p s }
+  u (k ) ' fu (k 1, Xi)u(ki, X i h u(9v ~
(3.3)
_
where k\ and E\ are the 3-momenta and energy of the intermediate electron.
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Rewriting the first line of Eq. (3.3) in terms of Gf , a, and q2 =  —Q2 gives
1 st Line =  ^ (  —^ G f \  4t-na f  — -  ^ ------ ---------- r-. (3.4)2 \ V 2  v  J  q2 ^  + { J V '
In the limit, of a massless electron, the second and fourth lines of Eq. (3.3) yield 
identical results. Summing over the intermediate spin Ai, the electron contribution is
^ u i k W u i k u  \i)u(ki,  Xi)'yt/(gy—g\'y5)u(k) =  2 (gfr -  (2 A )^ )
Ai
x  ( fc?F  +  -  fci • k g ^  -  i { 2\ ) e ^ k a k w )
= U?z (3-5)
where A is the the helicity of the electron and e0123 =  +1.
We define the hadronic contribution to Eq. (3.3) as
j  d^ 7]eiqr){ps + Jw(v)Jz„(0)) I pa) = AirWff. (3.6)
where
W yZ =YV fiU/ ( - S r  +  <?) +  Q2)
(*,<?) (3.7)
i ^ 2 3 (x, Q2) are off-diagonal (7 Z)  structure functions. Little data exists for the 7 Z  
structure functions at low momenta so they are modeled by modifying electromagnetic 
structure functions F \J z{x, Q2) fitted to electromagnetic data. It should be noted that 
the numerical differences between calculations of Oyz  are due to  different models for
n u * ’ Q 2)-
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Combining Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6), we see that Eq. (3.3) becomes
I m A V  2  ( x/ 2G f )  47ra/  (2 tr
d3ki
r)32Bl « 2 ( ^  + 1) 
x 2(<& -  (2X)geA)(k^ku + kZK* -  h  ■ k g -  i ( 2 X ) e ^ k ak10)
X 47T ( -» «  + q- f )  F!z (x, g2) + g2)
ItfJkl/OT<fpT2p-q F7Z(x ,Q 2) (3.8)
Evaluating the last two lines of Eq. (3.8) and substituting Q2 — —^  W 2k • ki gives
87r(s£. -  (2A)fl^ )g2{ F”z (x ,Q 2) + AFqz ( x , Q 2) 
-  (2A)Bfyz(x,g2)l. (3.9)
where A  = and B  =Q^pg 2pg 2pq
Substituting Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.8) and subtracting right- and left-handed electron 
amplitudes gives
Im A f7 2 ;A=-i/2  — Im M-yz-,x=i/ 2  — ---- j= G f^c x
I
d3k\
y/2 r " ' ~ J  (27t)32jE'i
Z l-  g 2) +  ^ z ( i , g 2)
+ 1
g2)
■+■ 9v 0 2 ?}■ (3.10)
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3.1.2 C alculation o f  Im D7z
Dividing Eq. (3.10) by lowest order Z exchange gives Im D7z :
_  Im ^ 7 z U = ~  1/2 ~  Im  A 1 7 z |a= i /2  ^ . lo
,Q2)
lm U7Z  -------r— :------------ --j—:-------------
•M z |a=-1 /2  —  M z \ \ = 1 / 2
27r47ra f  d3kx ( F?z (x ,Q 2) + AF%z (x,< 
Q t f °  ]  (2-KY2EA  p . * ( ^  +  l )  
jf. BF?z (x,Q*) \  l o
+ o s r  • (3 i i )
We desire to change the integration variables from kx to Q2 and W 2. In the low mass 
limit of the electron
d %  2nEfd(cos9)dE1
(2tt)32E i (2tt)32E1
In the center of mass frame the intermediate electron energy is
s - W 2
(3.12)
E li C M 2 y/s
=*• d E °M -  - 0 t- . (3.13)
In the above expression, s =  (p +  A; ) 2 is the Mandelstam variable. Q2 in the center of 
mass frame is
Q2 = 2k kx = 2E v m E%m {\ -  cos9)
— d O 2
=> d(cos9) =  2 E c m£Cm • (3-14)
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Substituting these differentials into Eq. (3.12) gives
d %  2 tt ( E f M)2 - d Q 2 - d W 2
( 2tt)32 "  (27r)32E1CM 2Ecm E ™  2y/s 
dQ2dW 2 
~  {2n)2%ECMyfs
Subsituting E CM =  , where M  is the proton mass, gives
d %  dQ2dW 2
(27r)32 £ f M “  (2 tt) 24 ( s  -  M 2)
Substituting these new differentials into Eq. (3.11) gives
(3.15)
(3.16)
a  1 dQ2dW 2 I F?z ( x , Q 2) + A F g z ( x , Q 2)
ImD^ -  2  J  ( s - M 2) p - k \
, f v B i q 2 ( x , Q 2) j  ( 3 1 ? )
In the lab frame p - k = -~|^2. Thus, Im D7^ is
(s — M 2)2 J W 2  Jo I  j g  +  l
*  f t  + 1 >
= Im D^z (ELab) +  Im U*z (ELab) . (3.18)
where Q^ax =  ^-~M2^ S~W^ . This limit is found by plugging cos6 = — 1 into Eq. (3.14). 
W 2 represents the square of the intermediate hadron mass of the diagram. The minimum 
mass, is the sum of the proton and a single pion mass and the maximum occurs when 
all of the initial 4-momenta squared, s, is converted into mass squared.
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The first term of Eq. (3.18) is labeled with a superscript “V” since it is associated 
with vector hadronic structure functions. Similarly, the second term is labeled with an 
“A” to indicate it contains the axial hadronic structure function.
3.1.3 D ispersion  R elations for Re □ 7z (£ lz,a6)
We convert the imaginary term of the 7 Z  box to its real term  via a dispersion relation 
over incoming electron energy. The dispersion relation is constructed by evaluating a 
contour integral in the energy plane. To perform this integral we must understand the 
imaginary term’s behavior under negative energies.
Let us once again examine Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6). A particle with a negative energy is 
identified as its antiparticle with positive energy. For a positron, Eq. (3.5) evaluates to
Positron Line =  2 (gy — {2X)ge^){k^ku +  k^k^ — k\ • kgMl/ +  i(2A)e/1I/a^ A:afci^). (3.19)
The only difference compared to the electron line is the sign of the Levi-Civita. The 
hadronic contribution remains the same for both electron and positron scattering. Com­
bining the positron and hadronic contributions gives Im \= -i / 2  — Im A^7 z;a=i/2  for 
positron scattering. Compared to Eq. (3.10), the positron amplitude difference has the 
same sign for the terms proportional to F±z  and F%z  and the opposite sign for the term 
proportional to F£z .
To complete our analysis of the behavior of Im Q yz(E )  for negative energies, we must 
also calculate M. z  for positron scatterings:
i M z  I positron =  ^  2  COS2 d w  ^  ~  ^ A l ^ ) UP,s-
(3.20)
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For electron scattering, 7 5wjk,A —> (2 A)uk,\- Positron scattering yields the opposite 
sign, 7 5vm  ->• —(2X)vk,\-
Combining the positron results for Im M ^ z  and Adz  gives us the behavior of Im n iZ (E) 
a t negative energies. For the positron we see that terms proportional to  F^z  and F^z  have 
opposite signs as that for electron scattering while the term proportional to F^z  has the 
same sign. Thus, Im D ^-Exot) is an odd function while Im £3^z (ELab) is an even function. 
Re is given by the following dispersion relation:
Re ^  r  ^ % 5- I m  (3.21)
*  Lab ~  Lab
where =  {W2 — M 2)/2M .
Evaluating this triple integral in its present ordering is a time-consuming process. 
Examining Eq. (3.18) we see that the energy dependent terms can be seperated from 
those dependent on Q2 and W 2. The vector part of Eq. (3.18) becomes
n2 r ty Z  M 2F JZ
1 “  W*-M*+Q*
a
\ r  O t f 8  n  /* ^ max
Im 0 ^ z (ELab) =  {2 MEiab)2 J w2 dW  I  dQ
Z
(y f s fQmax
°  /  d W 2 /  dQ2 p -  v
2M£“  Jw; Jo q 2 ( 1  +
f Q m a x
+ a  d W 2 dQ2 t ^ -------------------- . (3.22)
Jwi Q2 ( l  +  ('W 2 - M 2 + Q2)
We see that the energy integral can be evaluated analytically if we change the order 
of integration. In terms of generic functions, Eq. (3.21) is
3 r°° rtME'+M2 r2ME,( l - —7!^— !)
f{E )  = T  dE’9i(E ,E ')  dW 2 I  M+2MEJ d Q % (Q 2, W 2) (3.23)
t= l du ,r JO
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where 9i(E, E') represents the three different E' integrands, hi(Q2, W 2) are the three Q2 
and W 2 integrands, and the “Lab” subscript has been dropped.
To slide the energy integral through the W 2 integral we must change their integration 
bounds. Solving the upper bound of the W 2 integral in terms of energy gives a lower 
bound of E' =  ■ Eq. (3.23) becomes
3 p O O  f O O  p2M E' f  1— • • , )
/ ( * ) - £ /  dW 2 f  2 dE'9i{E ,E ') dQ2hi(Q2,W 2). (3.24)
To slide the energy integral through the Q2 integral, the boimds change yet again. 
Solving the upper bound of the Q2 integral in terms of energy gives a new lower bound of 
E m in  = ^ ( W 2 - M 2 + Q2 + y f({W 2 -  M 2 +  Q2)2 +  4M 2Q2)). Eq. (3.24) becomes
3 poo poo poo
f (E )  =  J 2  d W 2 dQ2hi(Q2, W 2) dE 'g iiE ,® ). (3.25)
~ l  JW $ JO J E min
Solving for each of the energy integrals gives
r a k „ i e d E' 1
J b^  9l( ’ ] * } Em* E * -E > (2 M E > )‘
(2 M) H  +  2 &  1<>g (  E min +  E  )  )  1 ( 3  26)
frV 2 E a  f ° °
/  dE  g2(E, E ) = ---------- /
J  E m i n  J  E m ii\
dE'
E n  -  E 2 2M E '
2 E a  1 ^ J \ E 2min- E 2\
2M-k 2E2 x
( \E \
\  E lin  J  ’
log ^ f o  1 , (3.27)
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r  dE'g3(E ,E ')  = —  r
J  Emin J  Emi-n
dE '
, ^- k_ ._ E P - E ?
=  (3 2 8 )
Substituting these integrals along with their respective hi(Q2, W 2) integrands into 
Eq. (3.25) gives
2Ea  1 i ? Z
2M *2E?  g V £&,„ ) q 2(i  + £ )
_ 2 E a J _ jo  / | ^ » - g | \ ___________ E f_____________'
7r 2E °g V Emin + E  J  Q2 ( i  + _  M 2 +  q 2)
(3.29)
The dispersion relation for the axial contribution is
o  ro o  p /  j p /
R e D ^ (£ ia6) =  -  /  (3.30)
*  Jv„ Lab -  Lab
Performing the same order of integration flips as the vector case, the axial dispersion 
relation becomes
R e D ^ E x a fc )  = _-_ f  dW 2 f  dQ2a —   1 log (  ^™in ~  ^Lab\^
^  M )  (2 M )%  ) w} i W  J ,  dQ a g% [4E l ,  l0g I, i% („ J
M  f j 1 , .
^ ■ \ E min + E Lat) \ i  + i&-  (331)MzE Lab(W 2 - M *  + Q2)
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Notice that a  and 9v /9 a = 1 — 4 sin2 6W are placed inside the integrals. Like Blunden 
et al. [31], we chose to consider the running values of a  and the weak mixing angle since 
the axial 7 Z  box is sensitive to large Q2. It should also be noted that Eq. (3.31) reproduces 
the original Marciano and Sirlin result in the ELab —> 0, elastic limit.
3.2 A nalysis o f Q 2)
As previously mentioned, little data exists for the off-diagonal structure functions 
Fi 2  3 (x ,Q 2). At high momenta these structure functions can be constructed directly using 
parton distribution functions. In the resonance region off-diagonal structure functions 
must be modeled by modifying existing fits to  F?^3(x, Q2). We chose to modify these fits 
using an SU  (6 ) constituent quark model. Gorchtein et al. modified the electromagnetic 
fits using photoproduction data from the Particle Data Group [2 ]. A third alternative is 
to modify the fits using helicity amplitude fits from MAID [34].
3.2.1 Evaluation o f  (a;, Q 2 )
E valuation o f N onresonance R egion
To evaluate the remaining double integrals it is necessary to patch together several 
different fits for F?z  and F^2 as each is only valid over a specific range of momenta. In our 
analysis [28] we considered three regions of momenta (see Fig. 3.2). In the scaling region 
(Q2 >  5 GeV2 and W  > 2.5 GeV) we constructed the 7 Z  structure functions directly using 
CTEQ parton distribution functions [35]. The expression for the off-diagonal structure 
functions in the scaling region is
FJz (x, Q2) =  2xF?z (x, = 2e,gtr(g(x, Q2) + q(x, Q2)) (3.32)
9.9
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where q (q) axe quark (antiquark) distributions for the proton. Roughly 3% of Re □  YfZ{E =
1.165 GeV) is from the CTEQ fit. Its contribution is so negligible that we did not perform 









FIG. 3.2: Breakdown of our fits. (1) is the scaling region. In region (2) we modify the fit 
by Capella et al. [36]. (3) is the resonance region. We consider contributions outside of these 
regions to be negligible.
In the region Q2 < 5 GeV2 and W  >  2.5 GeV we modified electromagnetic fits by 
Capella et al. [36]. We wanted the Capella and CTEQ fits to smoothly connect at the 
Q2 =  5 GeV2 boundary. We settled on the modification
I Capella —
Q2 / i ? z 
5 GeV2 V -F? 1 0
1 + 1
CTEQ,Q2=b GeV2
The uncertainty for the Capella region was estimated to  be
FT\capdta. (3.33)
A F y !  |C apella— (•^2^1 Capella &2 \capella)\Q 2=5 GeV2- (3.34)
Roughly 15% of the total uncertainty in Re D^Z(E = 1.165 GeV) is due to the Capella 
fit. Fig. 3.3 shows the transition from the Capella to Cteq regions at W 2 = 7 GeV2.
It should be noted that the elastic contribution of the vector 7 Z  box was calculated
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in [37, 38]. It was found to be a factor of Q*w° smaller than the inelastic contributions. 
This factor comes about for elastic collisions at the proton, Z  boson vertex. Because the 
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FIG. 3.3: Transition from the Capella to Cteq regions at W 2 =  7 GeV2. Without the modifi­
cation, the Capella et al. fit lies roughly on the upper uncertainty bound at the Q 2 =  5 GeV2 
transition.
Evaluation o f R esonance R egion
For the resonance region (Q2 < 8  GeV2 and W  < 2.5 GeV) we modified the Christy 
and Bosted electromagnetic fit [39]. Their PJ77, aT, and ctl fits sum a smooth background 
with the contributions from seven resonances: P33(1232), Sn(1535), D 13(1520), Fi5(1680), 
S ii(1650), Pn(1440), and P37(1950). Their description and computer code for their fit 
allowed us to  separately modify the resonances and the background. For the resonances, 
our goal was to find prefactors for the summation
(3.35)
Following the normalization of the Particle Data Group [2], the resonant parts of these 
structure functions can be expressed as a product of the polarization vector, 
e+ =  l / \ / 2 (0 , —1 , —i, 0 ), and hadronic tensors:
pfTlilZ) I
A
x (res, A|e+ • J 7 (0)|iV, s) 
=  Al{2Azx ) A l (3.37)
where A and s are the spin projections of the resonance and nucleon, respectively, and 7  
(Z,V) is the electromagnetic (neutral vector) current. The couplings have been absorbed
The above amplitudes can be evaluated by considering e+ • J  as a quark operator 
embedded between SU(6) wave function representations of the nucleon and resonances [40]. 
This operator ignores the spatial wave functions, tp, and acts only on the flavor, <f>, and 
spin, x» wave functions. Table 3.1 summarizes the multiplet and SU(6 ) wave function for 
each resonance.
into the currents. The factor of 2 is present in 7 Z-exchange to account for the different 
orderings.
The corrective prefactor can be expressed in terms of helicity amplitudes,
, _ 2 E v 4 l A f  
res E a ( ^ I ) 2 '
res — (3.38)
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TABLE 3.1: Resonances and their multiplets. (A)S indicates an (anti)symmetric wave functions 
while M,(A)S indicates a wave function with two elements that are (antisymmetric.
Resonance Multiplet_____________________________________________________
P8.56) = ^ L o j .^ o ( < ^ - Sx £ U 1/2 +  <fiM'Ax £ t ±1/,)
P3s(1232) I410,56)
S.,115351 |28’70> =  ^ - S z+lz ( J M L L z , S S z )
x I  [ * L i l (■pm 's x s :'f  -  r - Ax %?)+ ^  (*"•*x r + r - Ax % f )  ]
D13(1520) |28 ,70)
F15(1680) |28 ,56)
S„(1650) |48 ,70) =  +  <PM’Ax l , ±l/2)
P„(1440) |28 ,56)
F37(1950) |410,56) _____  ____
TABLE 3.2: Spin and flavor wave functions. For S z  =  —1/2, and the sign switches for 
the mixed symmetric and symmetric wave functions.
Flavor Wave Functions Spin Wave Functions
^M's =  +  **)“  -  w ) x+i% = -vfeCCtJ. +  -It) t  - 2  tt4.)
<pM-A =  ^  (ud -  du)u x?i% =  ^  (U  -  4-T) t
x+i/2 = Tjttti + t it  + 4-tt)
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Because the colorless portion of the total hadronic wave function is symmetric, we 
are free to operate only on their third components of <j) and x  ^ d  multiply the result by 
three. The amplitude can be expressed as
{res, X\e+-Jl(z'v ) \N, s)  =  3 x e<3)( ^ (3))
x (fpres^resXX |«(*', A')e+ * 7u{k, S') 14>N<f>NXs), (3.39)
where k  (k ' ) and s' (A') are the initial (final) momentum and spin projection for the struck 
quark. The superscript “3” over the quark electromagnetic and weak vector couplings, eq 
and gy, indicates that the operators are acting only on the third quark.
Using unit normalized quark spinors,
and choosing a frame where the gauge boson is propagating in the z-direction, the current 
reduces to
u(k', A')e+ • 7 u(k, s') =  [P+ + QzS+]^>, (3.41)
where m q is the constituent quark mass, P+ = k\ + iki, S+ = +  ia2 ), qz is the
momentum of the boson, and £a are the usual two spinors. The Wigner-Eckart theorem 
allows us to calculate a matrix element of P+ as a constant times a matrix element of L+ . 
After absorbing the spatial and momentum information, as well as the quark mass
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coefficient, into parameters A and B, Eq. (3.37) becomes 
prrhz)
N —tres
3 X e£3) (2<7y3)) (lpN<pNXs \ [AL+ +  B S ^ \lp re a4>resX\)
X 3 e f)(il>rea<f>reax\\[AL+  +  BS+]\ipN(pNXs)
=  (2 )A \{Z). (3.42)
To calculate these amplitudes we operated the Hamiltonian on the SU(6) spatial (ip), 
flavor ((p), and spin (x) wave functions of protons and resonances described by Close [40], 
As examples, inserting the Hamiltonian into the proton to D i3(1520) helicity amplitudes 
gives
^1=1/2 =  3 X 4 3)W (3))(^re80reaX+l/2|[AL+ +  BS+}\lpN(pNXa)
=  -J= (  -  Aio [eu(9v) ~  ed(9v)]
-  V 2B W j^eu(<7y) +  ^edg$)j )  (3.43)
and
Al %  = 3 * 4 3) W (3)) I\A L + + B S *\ IV-K0J/X.)
=  [e« W ) -  , (3.44)
where A is the spin projection of the resonance along the direction of the gauge boson 
momentum. The subscripts of A i0 and B w indicate the angular momentum dependence 
of the resonance’s wave function.
Obtaining A w and Bio without relying on hadronic wave functions requires addi­
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tional phenomenological information. Data for both of the D 13(1520) and Fi5(1680) res­
onances [41, 42] show that A^/2 dominates photoproduction whereas A^ 2 dominates at 
high Q2. Thus, the polarization ratio
is close to —1 for photoproduction, and evolves to + 1  at higher Q2. The expressions for 
Di3(1520) at low Q2 yield
A l0(Q2 =  0 ) =  - y /2 B 10(Q2 =  0 ). (3.46)
Since A[j2 is expected to dominate by a power of Q2 at high Q2, a form with the correct 
limits is
A w m  
Bio{Q
This leads to
c  ( i  ~  M 1 ~  / l )  +  3 f l  . /y>,LO ,n  4 0 ^
-  ( l  _  y l } 2 +  3 j f 2   +  < Tw  ■ ( 3 - 4 8 )
A similar analysis gives
We used Af =  A2 =  0 . 2  GeV2 [28]. These values were chosen by comparing our fits 
constructed using Close’s analysis with MAID fits [34] to transition amplitudes. Better 
agreement can be obtained by setting A2 =  0.256 GeV2 and A | =  0.635 GeV2 (see Fig. 3.4),
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and while this more thorough analysis lowers the overall R e Q ^  result, it does not do so 
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FIG. 3.4: Left: MAID helicity amplitude ratio (black curve) compared with the quark model fit 
with different A? values for D i3. Right: MAID helicity amplitude ratio (black curve) compared 
with the quark model fit with different A | values for F15.
Table 3.3 summarizes the prefactors for each resonance in the Christy and Bosted fit. 
The prefactor for the Roper resonance is easily calculated and is Q2-independent. The 
two Sn  states belong to the same SU(6 ) multiplet as the £>13(1520), so A w and Bio are 
the same for all three states, for valid S U (6 ) symmetry. The S u  states can mix. The 
Moorhouse selection rule [43] indicates that the unmixed 7 p amplitude for the Si 1 (1650) 
is zero when the values of the quark charges are inserted. Neglecting also the amplitude 
for the Z-boson case, the amplitude listed for the Sn(1535) gives a ratio
C s "  =  1t I t t  + '  ( 3 ' w )
In electroproduction, Sn(1650) occurs because of mixing with the bare Sn(1535), and the 
above ratio is the same for both the S u  s.
CTea for I  =  3/2 resonances are calculated by considering only the A I  =  1 portion of 
the current. This term is proportional to (eu — e^). By substituting vector charges, Cres
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for I  = 3/2 resonances is found to be (1  +  Q \y°)-
The Christy-Bosted fit lies within 3% of nearly all data  points. Our modifications 
to the resonances undoubtedly increase this uncertainty and we estimated it to  be 1 0 %. 
The uncertainty of the resonances contributes roughly 30% to the total uncertainty of 
ReD^z (E = 1.165 GeV).
The Christy-Bosted fit also accounts for a smooth background. To model the 7 Z- 
box background we considered two limiting cases. In the low x  limit, the fight quark 
distributions are expected to  be equal and the corrective coefficient is
n  l -  1eg9vfq(p) _  LO
'~'bkgd\x-+0 —  y ' '  ( c  \2  f  f ~ \  ~  +  • ( O . O i j
2 sq = u ,d ,a \ q) Jq\x J 
In the limit where there are only valence quarks
C  I — ^ e q 9 v f q ( x )  _  2  ^ , r , o  /q  co \
^b k g d  I valence quarks — r - \  /  \2  f  f  \  — q
2^q=u,u,d^eq> Jq\x ) 6
We used these limits as the error bounds and their average as the background correction.
The background limits were used as uncertainty bounds. A little over half of the total 
uncertainty in R e D ^ (£ ’ =  1.165 GeV) is due to this background uncertainty.
Fip is related to by
+ (3.53)
P  l \  ° t )  l  +
We substituted F?z  into the above expression to obtain ■ We also assumed the modi­
fications were the same for both the transverse and longitudinal cross sections.
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TABLE 3.3: The seven Christy-Bosted resonances along with their electromagnetic helicity 
amplitudes along and corresponding corrective prefactors for the proton. The (p Z  —► N * )  
helicity amplitudes are calculated by substituting eq —» g y  =  T q — 2e,sin2#w(0).
resonance proton electroproduction amplitudes C*f
P33(1232) ■Ai/2 OC i&u &d) 1 +
<S'n(1535) A i/2 =  7ei(>/2 ',4io(eu — ed) 
—B \o ( |e u +
l/3+2/i , /-^ p,LO 
1+2 ft
A s  (1520)
A l/2 = 7^ ^ 10 ~  ed)
+  *\/2Ao(|eu +  §ed)) 
^ 3 /2  =  ^2A io (eu -  ed)
( l- /1)(l/3-/1)+3/12 , ^P.LO
(l-A)4+3/? l + < ^
Fis(1680)
a i / 2  =  \ / l ^ 2o (2eu + ed)
+ \ / f -B 20 ( | e« -  | e d) 
^ 3 /2  =  7 5 ^ 2 0  (2 eu -(- ed)
_.2/.3(1-/2) . . 0P,LO
{i-h)2+vi  +  V**r
5u(1650) ■^ 1/2 =  — o (eu 4- 2ed) l/3+2/i , rtP.LOl+2/i
Pu(1440) A 'l/2 == ^00 {~3eu ~  3 ed) 2/3 +  Q t f °
F37(1950) A l/2 ^ 1 + Q t f °
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3.2.2 A lternative M odification o f F j ^ { x ,  Q 2 )  — > F ^ ( x ,  Q 2 )
The transition amplitudes for Crea can be modeled using a different technique. The 
vector contribution to the Z-boson transition amplitudes can be isospin rotated into a  sum 
of electromagnetic transition amplitudes, jry —>• N* and n'y —> N*. This type of analysis 
was used by Gorchtein et al. [29].
Neglecting strange quark contributions, the transition amplitudes are
{N; =  e M ) ( N ; \ u lu u\p) +  ed(gi){N ;\d7lld\p) (3.54)
and
(Nn\JJ\n) = e u K l u ^ u l n )  + ed(N*\d'ytld\n). (3.55)
After performing an isopin rotation the neutron amplitude becomes
( K \ W  =  ^ ( N ; \d lttd\p) +  ed(N;\u7 „U|P>- (3.56)
Further algebra on these amplitudes reveals
{N;\JZy \p) =  i ( l  -  4 sin29 „.(0 ))(jv ;|JJ\p} -  \ ( K \ J i \ n ) .  (3.57)
Crea can now be written as
Crea — 2 "
E x W p ) 2
r» jjo  Z x A l * A TEx(Al’P)2 ko.oo;
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where superscripts “p” and “n” indicate proton and neutron amplitudes, respectively.
Gorchtein et al. [29] constructed their corrective ratios using photoproduction ampli­
tudes listed in the Particle Data Group [2 ] to modify the resonance contributions of the 
Christy-Bosted fit [39]. Thus, their Cre8 expressions lack Q2-dependence. To account for 
the amplitudes’ Q2-dependence, resonance amplitude fits from MAID [34] can be used.
Gorchtein et al. [29] disregarded the background of the Christy-Bosted fit and instead 
modified two Generalized Vector Dominance (GVD) models. Their Model I is based on 
the color dipole model of Cvetic et al. [44]. In this model a photon fluctuates into a 
q — q pair which interacts with the proton through gluon exchange. Their fit’s parameters 
are constrained by data and are valid for low Q2, high energy scattering. Gorchtein 
et al. isospin rotate this model to apply it to the 7 Z  case. Their Model II is based 
on the generalized vector meson model of Alwall and Ingelman [45]. In this model the 
photon couples to the proton via vector meson intermediaries, given by p, u, and <j> as 
well as a background. It is valid for low Q2, high energy scattering. As with the Model I 
modifications, the vector meson model is extrapolated to low energy and isospin rotated 
for the 7 Z  case. Fig. 3.5 compares the ^ ( x ,  Q2) and Q2) models obtained from
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FIG. 3.5: Comparison of F ^ ^ i x ,  Q 2) and F ^ Z (x ,  Q 2) obtained from our constituent quark model 
and Gorchtein et al.’s fits.
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3.2.3 E valuation o f F ^ z ( x ,  Q 2)
Blunden et al. [31] split their R e Q ^  analysis into elastic (W 2 =  M 2), resonance 
(W 2 < W 2 < 4 GeV2), and deep inelastic scaling (W 2 >  4 GeV2) regions. To allow for 
an easier comparison between our analysis and theirs, we used the same energy regions in 









FIG. 3.6: Breakdown of our F £ z  fits. (1) is the scaling region. In region (2) we modify the 
scaling region fit. (3) is the resonance region. We consider contributions outside of these regions 
to be negligible.
The average Q2 value within the Re integral is about 0.4 GeV2. In contrast, the 
average Q2 value within the Re D^z  integral is about 80 GeV2. Thus, the axial contribution 
to the 7 Z-box diagram is less sensitive to the modifications of the structure functions in 
the resonance region. It is still important to  construct as accurate a model as possible. 
Since the axial box integral is sensitive to  high Q2, we follow the example of Bunden et al. 
and evaluate the integral using one loop running values of a(Q2) and sin2$w(Q2)-
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Evaluation o f N onresonance R egion
In the scaling region, (W2 >  4 GeV2 and Q2 >  1 GeV2), F$z  can be directly calculated 
using parton distribution functions
* 3 Z(*i Q2) =  ^ 2  2 eqgqA (q(x, Q2) -  q(x, Q2)) . (3.59)
Blunden et al. use PDFs from [46]. As with our vector analysis, we use PDFs given by 
CTEQ [35]. To be conservative, we estimated a 10% uncertainty in the PDFs.
In the region (W2 >  4 GeV2 and Q2 <  1 GeV2) we use Blunden et aVs Model I:
F l z (x,Q2) =  ( I ± |! M ) ^ ( : r ,Q S )  (3.60)
where Q20 = 1 GeV2 and A2 =  0.7 GeV2.
We also estimated an uncertainty of 10% for this modification. Roughly 74% of the 
total uncertainty of Re Ofiz (E  = 1.165 GeV) is due to  the scaling region while only 3% is 
due to Model I.
For the elastic contribution we exactly follow the technique used by Blunden et al. 
For elastic interactions, the structure function reduces to  a form factor,
iqz(Q2) =  - Q 2C?M(Q2)GZA(Q2)5(W2 -  M 2) (3.61)
where and GZA and magnetic and axial vector form factors for the proton. GPm  is pa­
rameterized by [47]. Like Blunden et al., we also use GZ(Q2) = —1.267/(1 + Q2/ l  GeV2)2.
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E valuation o f R esonance R egion
The most significant departure from the Blunden et al. analysis is in the resonance 
region. In this region Blunden et al. constructed F$z  using axial current parameters
of Lalakulich et al. [48]. Lalakulich et al. obtained their parameters through a PC AC 
analysis of pionic decays of baryons. Their fit accounts for four resonances but makes 
no attempt at estimating a smooth background, defering the determination of its form to  
future experiments. As an aside, Lattice QCD calculations have reached a sufficient level 
of accuracy to calculate axial form factors [49, 50].
Instead of repeating the Blunden et al. resonance region analysis, we constructed F%z  
by once again modifying the Christy-Bosted fit. Not only does this modification provide 
a smooth background, it also accounts for three more resonances. In our analysis of the 
resonance region we repeated the technique outlined in Sec. 3.2.1. In the non-relativistic 
limit, |A;| < <  m q, the axial currents becomes
u(k', A')e+ • 7 7 5 u(k, s') = \,S+^9>. (3.62)
Continuing the use of the parameters in Sec. 3.2.1, F^z  can be expressed as
iV—►rea
3 ( 2 g f )) — (i,N^ NX. \ ^ 1 B S +] ' \ ^ „ ^ re,Xx)
Qz Qz
(3.63)
where u is the energy of the exchanged boson. For our calculation we took the mass of the 
struck quark m q to be 0.3 GeV. Table 3.4 summarizes the corrective prefactors to obtain 
F^z . As with the corrective prefactors for F^z , we estimated a 10% uncertainty for this
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modification.
The smooth background is once again modified by taking the low x  and valence quark 
limits. For low x, a quark and anti-quark are equally likely to be struck. Thus,
r  I   52q=u,d,s2e<l9Af q ( X ) n fo
In the limit where valence quarks are equally likely to be struck
r i  I ^ 2 q = u ,u ,d 2 e q 9 A f q i x )  10  fo  c c \
^b k g d  I valence quarks — i  / \2  f  (  \  — Q ' ^o.OOy
2 2 ^ q = u ,u ,d \e q ) Jq\x ) &
We took their average as the modification for the smooth background. The limits were 
taken as the uncertainty bounds. About 23% of the total uncertainty of R e 0 ^ z (E  =
1.165 GeV) is due to the resonance region.
3.3 ReOyz(.E) R esults
3.3.1 Evaluation o f R e D ^ z ( E )
Fig. 3.7 shows ReD^z calculated using the constituent quark model corrections to the 
Christy-Bosted fit. With the modified f i  and / 2  parameters, the value at the Qweak energy 
is ReDyZ(E = 1.165 GeV) =  0.0056 ±  0.00075. To be conservative, the uncertainties were 
added directly rather than in quadrature. The figure also splits up the contributions from 
the resonant and nonresonant regions. At the Qweak energy, roughly 77% of the box 
contribution comes from the modified Christy-Bosted electromagnetic fits, 19% is from 
the modified Capella et al. fit, and the remaining 3% is from CTEQ.
It is necessary to  explain why our paper [28] reports R eD yZ(E = 1.165 GeV) =  
0.0057 ±0.0009. Modified f \  and f i  values are not the dominant source of the discrepancy.
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TABLE 3.4: The seven Christy-Bosted resonances along with their axial helicity amplitudes and 
corrective prefactors for proton. The neutron amplitude is calculated by exchanging g% o  gdA .
resonance proton axial current amplitudes C?(
P33( 1232) A f / i  *  (ffZ -  d ) * ?
r*4 mqv
* 4
Sn(1535) A l/2 =  ~ J 6 B 10 ( f 9A +  \9 a )
1 I6mqv 
3(2/i+l) qi
£>i3(1520) A f / i  =  v /f s .0  (§S 5  +  M ^  
A f , i  =  0
1 -/! 16 m,u 
( / i-1)2+3/? g?




S'n(1650) A f ) i = - ^ B 1o(9-A +  2 g i ) ^ f 1 16 mqv 3(2/i+l) 9?






tNi' ^ 2 ^ 0
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My advisor calculated R e d ^ - E  =  1.165 GeV) =  0.0058 ±  0.00075. We averaged our 
results together and increased the error bar.
Fig. 3.8 compares the predictions of various resonance modifications. Better agree­
ment between MAID and the quark model was naively expected as the MAID fits were used 
to parameterize A2 2. The overall smaller value for Re 0 ^ z  calculated by MAID is almost 
entirely due to the Roper resonance. For the Roper, the quark model calculates a con­
stant corrective ratio while the MAID ratio rapidly approaches Q ^ °  as Q2 increases. The 
differences in the Roper resonance corrective ratios between the constituent quark model 
and .MAID were also the primary cause for the different deuteron asymmetry predictions 
in [51].
Another notable feature of Fig. 3.8 is that Re D}fz  hardly changes when the corrective 
ratios are calculated using PDG photoproduction amplitudes in place of the Q2-dependent 
quark model. Re D^z  calculated using the quark model also remains relatively unchanged 
when using different values for A2 2 values. Both features are due to low Q2 values domi­
nating the integral. Indeed, an analysis of the integral indicates tha t the mean Q2 value is 
0.4 GeV2. In applications with higher Q2, such as the calculation of the deuteron asymme­
try in [51], the quark model and photoproduction corrective prefactors give quite different 
values.
Since the Particle Data Group corrections to  the resonances vary little from the con­
stituent quark model, the bulk of the Gorchtein et al. model differences are due to their 
background modifications.
Table 3.5 displays the numerical results for the vector contribution of D7z  calculated 
by each group. Hall et al. [30] recently published an updated vector calculation and argue 
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FIG. 3.7: Re as a function of incoming electron energy for our constituent quark model. 
The black curve is the total result. The blue, dot dashed curve is the contribution from the 
nonresonant background while the red dashed curve is the resonant contribution. The pink 
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FIG. 3.8: ReD^z as a function of incoming electron energy for different models. The black 
curve is the result from our previous work and uses helicity amplitudes given by the constituent 
quark model. The blue, dot dashed curve is the result with resonance corrections from photo­
production data of the Particle Data Group. The red dashed curve is the result when MAID 
helicity amplitudes are used for the resonance corrections. The green dashed curve also involves 
MAID helicity amplitudes, with the notable exception that the Roper correction is from our 
constituent quark model. Both the quark model and MAID models use the same modifications 
for isospin 3/2 resonances and the smooth background.
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TABLE 3.5: ReD^z x 103 evaluated at E =  1.165 GeV.
Sibirtsev et al. [27] 4 7+ 1 11 -0.4
Rislow and Carlson [28] 5.7 ± 0 .9
Gorchtein et al. [29] 5.4 ± 2 .0
Hall et al. [30] 5.60 ±  0.36
TABLE 3.6: R e Q ^  x 103 evaluated at E =  1.165 GeV.
Blunden et al. [31] 3.7 ±  0.4
Rislow and Carlson [33] 4.0 ±  0.5
3.3.2 E valuation o f  R e d ^ E )
Fig. 3.10 displays the result for Re D^z . The value at the Qweak energy is Re 0 ^ Z(E =
1.165 GeV) =  0.0040 ±  0.0005. The uncertainties were added directly rather than in 
quadrature. Fig. 3.9 splits up the contributions from the resonance, elastic, and Model I 
regions. At the Qweak energy, roughly 90% of the box contribution comes from the scaling 
region, 4% is from the modified Christy Bosted fit, 4% is from Model I, and only 1% from 
the elastic. Fig. 3.10 displays the axial box as well as the sum of the axial and vector 
boxes. The uncertainties are added directly.
Table 3.6 displays the numerical results for the axial contribution of Q yz  calculated 
by each group. There is much better agreement for the axial box because its evaluation is 
less sensitive to resonance region structure function models.
To one loop order, QPW ss 0.07. A 4% measurement of this value has an error budget 
of about 0.0028. Our constituent quark model yields the total
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FIG. 3.9: Elastic (blue), resonance (red dashed), and model I (black dot dashed) contributions 
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At 0.0013, the direct sum of the uncertainties for our axial and vector boxes respects 
the allotted error budget.
The total 7 Z  box value from Blunden et al. [31] is
Red\ Z{E =  1.165 GeV)|totai =  (8 .4 l^ )  x 1 (T3. (3.67)
These two calculations are in agreement within uncertainties. Each calculation also 
has error bounds below the error budget of the Qweak experiment.
The question remains which calculations the Qweak collaboration should use in their 
analysis. The disagreement between the various calculations is largely due to the treatment 
of the 7 Z  structure functions in the resonance region. We believe the collaboration will 
be equally well-served by either Re 0 ^ z  calculation. Re 0 ^ z  is not very sensitive to the 
resonance region modifications since its integrals get much of their support from high Q2. 
Fqz  in the scaling region can be constructed using fits to parton distribution data.
Which Re D^z  calculation to use is more open to debate. The vector integrals receive 
much of their support from the resonance region and are thus sensitive to the modification
-+ . In Sec. 3.2.2 we showed that there is little difference between modifying the
Christy-Bosted resonance fits using our constituent quark model [28] or photoproduction 
amplitudes from the Particle Data Group (as in [29]). Differences arise between [28] and 
[29] because of the treatments of the resonance region background. We continue modifying 
the Christy-Bosted background fit while Gorchtein et al. modify two GVD fits to  low 
Q2, high W 2 data and extrapolate them down to the resonance region. We believe our 
modification is more satsifactory since it does not involve any extrapolations. We cannot 
comment on the vector calculation of [27] since they provide few details of their model. It 
is our understanding that they are currently working on improving their calculation.
Without constraints from experimental data, it is impossible to  make a definitive
statement on which 7 Z  structure function model is the most valid. All of the various fits 
give very similar results for the Qweak kinematics. A question remains of the models’ 
robustness at different kinematics. Do the 7 Z  structure function models yield similar 




It is hoped that one day the models for F ^ 3 (x, Q2) can be replaced in favor of fits 
to experimental data (I also share this hope despite the fact such fits will nullify much of 
my graduate research). The present data are insufficient to construct fits, but can be used 
as a first test of the robustness of competing Q2) models at kinematics different
than the Qweak experiment. In this chapter we present the model predictions for two 
present experiments. In Sec. 4.1 we derive and calculate the asymmetry for the PVDIS 
experiment at Jefferson Lab [4]. In Sec. 4.2 we calculate the asymmetry for the final days of 
the Qweak experimental run. During the last days of Qweak the electron beam kinematics 
were changed to test the competing Q2) models.
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4.1 P V D IS Test o f F ' { ^ ( x ,  Q 2)
The PVDIS experiment at JLAB [4] measured the parity-violating asymmetry of 
electron scattering off a deuteron target. The kinematics were chosen to probe 2C2U — Cm- 
At tree level these parameters are defined as
Ciu =  2  geAgy =  - i  +  ^  sin2 dw 
Cid = 2 9 eA9 v  =  \  ~  |  sin2 dw 
C2u =  2  g^g'X = ~ \  + 2 s i n 2
C2d =  2 ( /2 gdA = \ ~ 2 s i n 2  &w- (4.1)
The PVDIS proposal [4] stated that two kinematics would be examined: Q2 =  1.1 and 
1.9 GeV2 at x  «  0.3. We were particularly interested in this experiment since a) the 
asymmetry can also be expressed as a sum of F ^^z{x,Q 2) and b) the kinematics would 
allow a first test of the validity of the different Q2) models in the resonance region.
4.1.1 D erivation o f P V D IS  A sym m etry
The equation for the scattering asymmetry is
A p vm s — R —-  (4.2)
or +  oL
where once again &l(r) is the cross section for left (right) polarized electrons (for reasons 
unknown, publications for PVDIS and Qweak tend to choose opposite sign conventions for 
their asymmetries). Since a  is proportional to the modulus squared of the amplitude, the
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dominant terms of the tree level asymmetry can be rewritten as
A pvd is —
{ M \M z  +  M 7 M z ) \  A = l/2  — (4.3)
In Chap. 3, we proceeded to evaluate the tree level asymmetry by canceling a  factor 
of For this application we are interested in the off-diagonal structure functions at 
tree level and we will analyze the numerator and denominator as expressed in Eq. (4.3).
To evaluate the numerator we return to our y Z  box analysis. Our study of the y Z  box 
began with the optical theorem. Removing the integral and factor of 1/2 from Eq. (3.3) 
returns the numerator multiplied by a 5-function,
where A  =  2pQkppqk — B  =  pk£ pkl, and kx is the final momentum of the electron. 
Performing the substitutions x  =  Q2/(2p  • q) and y =  p • q/p • k the above expression 
becomes
(.M \ M z  +  +  p  -  fci -  p’) =  ( — 4i ra j A  ^
\  ^  j  <?2 ( ^ + i )
x M s v  -  (2 A)9 i )Q 2 | [ f T Z(x,Q 2)
+  A F lz {x, Q2) -  (2A)BF2z (x, Q2) 1
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To account for the introduction of a 5-function in the numerator of Eq. (4.3) we also 
multiply the denominator by the same,
\M y\ (2ir)484(k +  p -  hi -  p') =
~ Q 4~
x {k%kv +  -  kx ■ kgT ~ i(2A)e^ifcQfc1/3)




(47r a ) 2
W ( x , Q 2)
Q 4
Q2FP(x, Q2) + ( i £  -  5!  -  M 2!  ) F?<(x, Q2)xy* xy ')■
(4.6)
Substituting Eqs.(4.5) and (4.6) into Eq. (4.3) gives
‘■PVDIS =
g f m 2 q 2
\9a2V2n a Q 2 + M 2'
xy2FJz (x, Q2) + ( l - y -  4 ^ )  f ? z (x, Q2) +  g  (#  -  £ )  z * ? z (z, Q2) 
xy2F T (x , Q2) + ( l - y -  * ^ )  F T (x , Q2)
(4.7)
The above expression indicates that the PVDIS asymmetry can be used as a  first 
test of the validity of off-diagonal structure function models. Note tha t for the PVDIS 
kinematics, the third term multiplying Fr[Z is small.
To complete the derivation of primary interest to  the experimentalists, the structure
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functions are rewritten in terms of parton distribution functions. For large x,
F?z  = ^ f ? z  = Y , e , g U i  + i) ,
9
f r - s * ? ’ - 5  £ ■ $ < « + «> •
9
•F?Z =  2e«9A<9 -  9)- (4.8)
where g (g) are quark (antiquark) parton distributions for the proton. For the neutron, 
un = d and dn = u.
In the light quark limit, the off-diagonal structure functions for the deuteron are
F i z  =  z =  +  fi) -  ; 9 i ( d  +  1 ) -  ±9J.(s +  S)
1
3‘3*





pnn _  1 pry _  1
1 2x 2 2 | ( t t  +  u) +  i ( d  +  d) +  i ( s  +  s)
+  - (d  + d) + - ( u  +  u) + - ( s  -(- s)
| . 9a ( u  ~ u ) ~  i g i ( d  -  d ) (4.9)
Substituting for the off-diagonal structure functions and dropping the third prefactor 
of F^2, Eq. (4.7) becomes
A p v d i s  =
Gf M% Q2
2V 2naQ 2 +  M f +  (X _  y)2) K u  +  u  +  d  +  d )  +  § (s  +  s )
X 0 A* j ( l  +  (! -  2/)2)
+ -  (i -  y f )  ( ^ 9 a -  (uv + dv) | ,
9 v  -  ^ 9 v  ) ( u  +  u  +  d  +  d )  -  - g { r ( s  -  s )
(4.10)
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where the subscript “v” indicates the distribution of valence quarks. 
Defining,
y  1 -  (1 -  y ) 2  
1 +
R s  =  '
l  ( l - t / ) 2’ 
2(s +  s) 
u + u + d + <T
and substituting C\$ parameters into Eq. (4.10) yields
GFM l Q2
A fvd ,s  = 32 ^ a Q* + M l
2 C lu  -  C l d ( 1 +  R s ) +  Y ( 2 C 2u -  C 2d) R v  ( 4  1 2 )
5 +  R s
4.1.2 A sym m etry  P red ictions from different 7 Z  S tructure Func­
tion  M odels
In our paper [51] we calculated the PVDIS asymmetry based on the kinematics in the 
experimental proposal [4]. Since our structure function models for the Qweak experiment 
were for protons, we made predictions for both the PVDIS experiment and a hypothetical 
proton scattering experiment with identical kinematics.
In fact, the PVDIS experiment took data at four kinematics [52]. The measurements 
were published a year after our paper. We present both our paper’s results and new 
predictions for the actual PVDIS measurements. Our paper’s results are still revelant 
because they demonstrate how the structure function models evolve as a function of W.
As previously discussed, all models for the proton’s F^2 3(x, Q2) in the resonance 
region are rooted in the Christy-Bosted fit to electromagnetic data [39]. We chose to modify
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their fit using amplitudes constructed by the constituent quark model. Alternatively, these 
amplitudes could be constructed using fits from MAID [34]. Gorchtein et al. [29] used 
photoproduction data from the Particle Data Group [2 ].
Fig. 4.1 displays the proton asymmetry predictions of the various F \£ Z{x, Q2) models. 
Uncertainties were estimated for the constituent quark and MAID models following the 
error discussion of Chap. 3. The pink band indicates the uncertainty due to the resonances 
of the Christy-Bosted fit. The gray band indicates the uncertainty due to the background 
modifications.
We do not estimate the uncertainty in the two models of Gorchtein et al. They aver­
aged their two models together and used them as extrema for their uncertainty estimate.
One thing to note in the MAID fit is tha t much of the disagreement with the con­
stituent quark model lies with the Roper fit. Fig. 4.2 shows the MAID fit for all resonances 
except the Roper. The Roper modification in this case is due to  the constituent quark 
model. With this change the MAID and constituent quark model predictions are in better 
agreement.
The reason for the Roper discrepancy is the modifications’ behavior as a function 
of Q2. The MAID modification for the Roper resonance features a sign change in the 
helicity amplitude at around Q2 = 2/3 GeV2. As it happens, the constituent quark model 
modification to the Roper resonance is Q2 independent.
Bosted and Christy also have fits for electromagnetic deuteron data [53]. This fit 
contains contributions from the same resonances as their proton fit. As with the proton, 
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FIG. 4.1: Normalized proton asymmetry for Q 2 =  1.1 GeV2 and 1.9 GeV2 as a function 
of IV. The top panel displays the predictions from several different off-diagonal structure 
function models. The solid line indicates the prediction of a constituent quark modification 
to the Christy-Bosted electromagnetic fits. The red, dashed and blue, dot-dashed curves are 
models used by Gorchtein e t al. The green, dotted curve is the modification of the Christy- 
Bosted fits using MAID resonance helicity amplitudes. The middle and bottom panels are the 
constituent quark model and MAID fits, respectively, with uncertainty limits. The gray band is 
the uncertainty due to the nonresonance background while the pink band includes the resonance 
contributions. The dashed vertical lines indicate the kinematic points for the 6 GeV PVDIS 
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FIG. 4.2: Normalized proton asymmetry for Q 2 =  1.1 GeV2 and 1.9 GeV2 as a function of 
W . The solid line indicates the prediction of a constituent quark modification to the Christy- 
Bosted electromagnetic fits. The red, dashed and blue, dot-dashed curves are models used by 
Gorchtein e t al. The green, dotted curve is the modification of the Christy-Bosted fits using 
MAID resonance helicity amplitudes with the exception of the Roper resonance. For the Roper, 
the constituent quark model was used. The dashed vertical lines indicate the kinematic points 




J l . a y a i * + T . , A r A f "
T .x (A l* Y  + T . M T Y  ’
(4.14)
where superscripts “p” and “n” indicate proton and neutron amplitudes, respectively. 
Table 4.1 shows the amplitudes associated with n j  —> N* transitions and the corrective 
prefactor for each resonance.
The transition amplitudes can also be found using amplitudes from MAID or photo­
production fits from PDG. We already showed how an isospin rotation produces
(n ; K v \p ) =  5 ( 1  -  4sm2M 0 ) ) ( iv ; i J > }  -  (4 .1 5 )
A parallel algebraic analysis of neutron amplitudes gives
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{ K V ? 'v \n) =  j f 1 -  4sin 0w-(O)){iV*|J^ln) -  -(N 'p \J2\p). (4.16)
Crea can also be written as
Q  _  0P ,LO  _  2  E a  A l ’P A \ n  u  171
Wes W  >^(A .^’P ) 2 + y \ ( A ^ n)2
We also calculated F^z  for the deuteron in [51]. The corrective ratios for the deuteron 
resonances are listed in Table 4.2. Following the above analysis for the proton background, 
the limits to the deuteron background are 0 and 18/5. We used these limits as uncertainty 
bounds and their average as the actual background.
Fig. 4.3 shows the comparison of different modifications to  the Bosted-Christy fit. 
With the uncertainties, the different models cannot be resolved.
As for the proton fits, the MAID Roper modification is the main source of disagree­
ment with the constituent quark model. Fig. 4.4 shows the model comparisons when the 
constituent quark model Roper is substituted in the MAID fit.
The actual PVDIS data can help us determine which Roper modification is more valid. 
Table 4.3 presents the measured asymmetries at the four kinematic points compared to the 
predictions of the constituent quark model, MAID, and Gorchtein et al. modifications. At 
W  =  1.263 GeV, MAID is the only modification that agrees with the measured asymmetry. 
This agreement suggests the MAID Roper modification is better at low W . However, at 
W  =  1.591 MAID significantly underestimates the asymmetry whereas the other two 
models agree with the measurement.
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TABLE 4.1: The seven Christy-Bosted resonances along with their electromagnetic helicity 
amplitudes along and corresponding corrective ratios for the deuteron. The (p Z  —>■ N * )  helicity 
amplitudes are calculated by substituting eq —> gq =  T® — 2e9sin20w(O). The (n-y N * )  and 
( n Z  —► N *)  helicity amplitudes are calculated by exchanging eu e<i and <?„•<-> 3d, respectively, 
in the proton analysis.
resonance neutron electroproduction amplitudes Cfea______________________
P33(1232) ^ /2 oc(ed - e u) l  + Q t f 0
c (i cocr\ - ^ 1 10. 775 ( ^ 1 0  {^d o (l+2/i)(l/3+2/i) , syp,LO
5n(1535) - B 10( f d + ±eu)) +
D  l'1520'i 2 (i-A )(i/3-A )+6/?  q p ,
AA3(1520) +  3eu) )  ( i-A )2+ (i/3 -A )2+6/i ^
^3/2 =  7 2 ^ 10 (e<f “
xo
ve
^ 1 /2  =  v /1 ^ 2 0  (2ed +  eu)
P 15(1680) + j i B n {±ed_ ± eJ  4 3(l-A)*+6/2+4/3 +  ^
^ 3 /2  =  7 5 ^ 2 0  (2 ed +  eu)
Sn (1650) A l/2 = - i / l B 10(ed + 2eu) 2 +
Pn(1440) A^ /2  =  Poo( |ed - i e u) 12/13+






TABLE 4.2: The seven Christy-Bosted resonances along with their axial helicity amplitudes 
and corrective coefficients for the deuteron. The neutron amplitude is calculated by exchanging 
9 a  ** 9 a  *n the proton amplitude.
resonance neutron axial current amplitudes C?ea
P33( 1232) 2^
S n (1535) A %  = ~ ^ B 10 ( f a!  + \g \ )  ^  ' X f
£) ('1520') A \/2 =  {$9A 4" 39a ) q$ _( t - Z l l - j / t - 1/ 3)  16mqU
^  ^  V (1 )2V ( / i -1  /3)2^6/^ 3qj
3/2
aZ,A f i  d  l „ u \  4mai/
/P /16801 1/2 y 5 20 \ 39a  39a ) ~qf~ ___________ 20m,»/^  J  (1—/2)2 +2/2+4/9 39/
3/2
S„(1650) A l/2 = - J Z B K ( t i  + 2g"A) ! ? f  ^
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FIG. 4.3: Deuteron asymmetry for Q 2 =  1.1 GeV2 and 1.9 GeV2 as a function of W eg , where 
W%ff — M 2 +  2 M u  — Q 2. The top panel displays the predictions from several different off- 
diagonal structure function models. The solid line indicates the prediction of a constituent 
quark modification to the Christy-Bosted electromagnetic fits. The red, dashed and blue, dot- 
dashed curves are models used by Gorchtein e t al. The green, dotted curve is the modification 
of the Christy-Bosted fits using MAID resonance helicity amplitudes. The middle and bottom 
panels are the constituent quark model and MAID fits, respectively, with uncertainty limits. 
The gray band is the uncertainty due to the nonresonance background while the pink band 
includes the resonance contributions. The dashed vertical lines again indicate the kinematic 
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FIG. 4.4: Normalized proton asymmetry for Q2 =  1.1 GeV2 and 1.9 GeV2 as a function of 
W . The solid line indicates the prediction of a constituent quark modification to the Christy- 
Bosted electromagnetic fits. The red, dashed and blue, dot-dashed curves are models used by 
Gorchtein et al. The green, dotted curve is the modification of the Christy-Bosted fits using 
MAID resonance helicity amplitudes with the exception of the Roper resonance. For the Roper, 
the constituent quark model was used. The dashed vertical lines indicate the kinematic points 
for the 6 GeV PVDIS (deuteron) experiment; each corresponds to x w 0.3.
TABLE 4.3: The measured and predicted PVDIS asymmetry. 
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4.2 Qweak Test o f F ^ s ( x ,  Q 2)
Our comparison of 3 model predictions for the PVDIS experiment [51] helped 
motivate a look at different kinematics at the end of the Qweak run. During the final days 
of data taking, the kinematics were changed from Q2 = 0.028 to Q2 =  0.09 GeV2 and 
E  =  1.165 to E  = 3.35 GeV in an attem pt to constrain the different structure function 
models.
Fig. 4.5 displays the predictions of the different models. At these kinematics it will be 
difficult to  resolve the different models. The region with the largest model discrepancies 
is unfortunately not probed.
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FIG. 4.5: Proton asymmetry for the final days of the Qweak run as a function of W .  The kine­
matics were changed from Q 2 =  0.028 to Q 2 =  0.09 GeV2 and E  =  1.165 to E  =  3.35 GeV. The 
top panel displays the predictions from several different off-diagonal structure function models. 
The solid line indicates the prediction of a constituent quark modification to the Christy-Bosted 
electromagnetic fits. The red, dashed and blue, dot-dashed curves are models used by Gorchtein 
et aI. The green, dotted curve is the modification of the Christy-Bosted fits using MAID res­
onance helicity amplitudes. The middle and bottom panels are the constituent quark model 
and MAID fits, respectively, with uncertainty limits. The gray band is the uncertainty due to 
the nonresonance background while the pink band includes the resonance contributions. The 
dashed vertical line indicates the experimental value of W  which is approximately 2.3 GeV. 
Notice that this kinematic choice unfortunately does not probe the region where the models 
differ the most.
CHAPTER 5
Proton Charge Radius Puzzle
As discussed in the Introduction, the charge radius is defined as the derivative of the 
electronic Sachs form factor with respect to the momentum exchange:
1 4  =  « > . dQ2 (5.1)Q 2= 0
The charge radius can be extracted from experiments where the Sachs form factor is 
measured over a range of small Q2 values and the resulting fit extrapolated down to 
Q2 =  0 .
One experimental technique for probing the charge radius is electron scattering off 
a proton target. The differential cross section at tree level is given by the Rosenbluth 
formula,
dcr 
dfl ( - )\ m )
e G % m  +  t G U Q 1)
 4T T 3  • ( 5 ' 2 )
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The parameters of the Rosenbluth formula are
e =  [1 +  2(1 +  r )  tan 2 (0/2 ) ] - 1  ; r  =  Q2/(4 M 2), (5.3)
where 9 is the scattering angle of the electron.
The most recent scattering experiment was conducted at Mainz [54]. They recorded 
1400 cross sections of scattering events ranging from Q2 =  0.004 — 1 GeV2. and obtained 
a charge radius of 0.879(8) fm.
A more precise measurement can be made by measuring the Lamb shift in hydrogen. 
The Lamb shift is caused by quantum field corrections to the 2S and 2P energy levels. 
CODATA [5] combined the published Lamb Shift and ep scattering measurements and 
quote a proton charge radius of R e  =  0.8775(51) fm.
It has long been a dream to use muonic hydrogen to measure the charge radius of the 
proton. Since the Bohr radius is inversely proportional to lepton mass, the muon orbitals 
are roughly 2 0 0  times closer to the proton and are more sensitive to proton size effects.
Pohl et al. [6 ] measured the Lamb Shift between the energy levels 2 S [ ^  — 2P ^ 2 
of muonic hydrogen. Their measured Lamb Shift was compared to the Standard Model 
prediction
AE  =  209.9779(49) -  5.2262#! +  0.0347#! meV. (5.4)
In the above expression, R e  is in fermi. Vacuum polarization (also referred to as the 
Uehling potential) is the largest contributor to the Lamb shift because the Compton wave­
length for electrons is at same scale as the Bohr radius for muons. The one loop vacuum 
polarization contributes 205 meV and was calculated, along with many other corrections, 
by Pachucki [55, 56]. Other important calculations for the Standard Model prediction were
I l l
performed by Martynenko [57, 58] and Borie [59].
Pohl and collaborators first reported charge radius measurement was R e = 0.84184(67) 
fm. The most recently reported charge radius from their collaboration is R e = 0.84087(39) 
fm [7]. Both values are 7a smaller than the CODATA value. The discrepancy could be due 
to missing Standard Model corrections. It could also be due to the presence of New Physics 
that is wrongly attributed to Standard Model corrections. To bring the charge radius de­
termined by muonic hydrogen into agreement with the radius obtained from electronic 
hydrogen measurements, New Physics must lower the Lamb shift by 310 /j,eV. Compared 
to the measured muonic Lamb Shift of 206.2949(32) meV, this discrepancy is about 1500 
ppm.
5.1 N ew  Physics Solutions to  th e P roton  Charge Ra­
dius Puzzle
There have been several proposals to explain the discrepancy. The muon also has 
another well-known discrepancy between the measured and theoretical (g — 2)M. The 
experimental results [60, 61] and latest theory [62] calculation are expressed as F2 (0 ) =  
a? =  (9 ~  2 )m/ 2 ,
a#1(data) =  (116 592 089 ±  63) x 10~u  [0.5 ppm], 
a„(thy.) =  (116 591 840 ±  59) x 10" 11 [0.5 ppm],
Sa^ =  (249 ±  87) x 10- n  [2.1 ppm ±  0.7 ppm]. (5.5)
It is desirable to introduce new models that account for both discrepancies. However, the 
scale of the (g — 2 )M discrepancy is roughly one thousand times smaller than that of the
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proton charge radius. It is a challenge to explain both discrepancies simultaneously.
Several groups have looked into the proton charge radius problem. Jaeckel and 
Roy [63] considered the possibility that a dark photon could be responsible. This new 
(7(1) gauge boson kinetically mixes with hypercharge. They pointed out that dark pho­
tons which couple equally to both electrons and muons could not explain the discrepancy. 
In this model the electron shift would actually be greater for ordinary hydrogen.
Tucker-Smith and Yavin [64] considered two models that introduced a scalar or vector 
particle that preferentially couples to muons. They first used the (g — 2)M discrepancy to 
find the couplings as a function of particle mass. They then plotted the resulting energy 
shift as a function of mass. Their model found that masses of order 1 MeV “explain” both 
discrepancies. The details of their analysis overlap with our own and can be deduced from 
the discussion of our model.
Batell et al. [65] modified the dark photon model by including an additional coupling 
to right-handed muons. Their model also required a new particle with scalar coupling to 
match the muon anamolous magnetic moment discrepancy.
Barger et al. wrote a couple of papers [6 6 , 67] pointing out further constraints model- 
makers need to consider. The first paper covered meson decay constraints placed by T, 
J/ip, 7r, and t] decays. The second focused on the Batell et al. model and pointed out 
that kaon decays would put severe limitations on the model for dark photons that decay 
invisibly. The Batell et al. model’s dark photon mixes with ordinary electrodynamics and 
is unaffected by the kaon decay constraint.
It has recently been proposed that the proton charge radius puzzle could be due to 
extra dimensions [6 8 ].
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5.2 Our M odel
5.2.1 Coupling C onstraints placed by th e  P roton  Charge R adius 
Puzzle.
We considered two models to  account for the charge radius puzzle, (g — 2)M, and the 
kaon constraint [69]. Like Tucker-Smith and Yavin, our two models contain a scalar and 
vector particle, respectively. These couplings are chosen to account for the energy shift 
needed to solve the proton charge radius problem. In addition, the scalar particle also has 
a pseudoscalar partner particle with its coupling fine-tuned to  account for the (g — 2 )M 
discrepancy. Likewise, the vector particle has an axial vector particle with fine-timed 
coupling. The kaon decay constraint is applied to each model and provides mass bounds 
for the particles.
The Lagrangian for scalar and pseudoscalar particles coupled to a proton and muon 
is given by
C s  =  -  “  iC pV '& n 'fs i’n
-  C^Wspipp -  iO p ^ i’p'y^p, (5.6)
where 4> is a scalar, ip is a pseudoscalar field, and ip are fermion fields identified by their 
subscripts.
Muonic hydrogen is a bound system and therefore can be treated nonrelativistically. 
At low momentum, xp^ip —► 0. Thus, interactions between the muon and proton occur 
almost solely through the exchange of a scalar particle. The energy shift needed to solve 
the proton charge radius problem can be used to constrain the strength of the scalar 
coupling.
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The energy shift is found using the Born approximation. The amplitude for scalar 
particle exchange is
£
iM. — ~CgCg- j  —^UfiU^UpUp (5-7)
y JTl(j)
where m# is the mass of the scalar particle. The Born approximation allows us to identify 
the potential energy in momentum space as
(5 -8)
Performing a Fourier transformation yields the Yukawa-type potential
/-ivrip
A V (r)  =  —— £e~m*r . (5.9)
47r r
The energy shift between the 2S and 2P radial wave functions is given by
A £ 2S_2p = J  r2drAV(r)(B*Q -  /& ). (5.10)
The radial wave functions are
^ = (sW(2-s) e - r / 2 “
(5 -U )
where a = l / (m ra) is the Bohr radius and rar is the reduced mass of muonic hydrogen. 
The result of of the integral is
A F c g c g  1 (am»)«
2S 2P 47T 2 a3ra^ ( 1  +  am ^ ) 4
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Eq. (5.12) highlights the key point made by Jaeckel and Roy. Electrons have a  larger 
Bohr radius than muons, so models with new particles tha t couple equally to both electrons 
and muons cannot explain the proton charge radius puzzle. In a dark photon model 
electron orbitals would be shifted much more than muon orbitals. New Physics proposals 
that address the proton charge radius problem must contain additional muon couplings. 
In other words, lepton universality must be tossed out.
Setting AE  = —310 /LteV to account for the energy shift needed for the muonic
hydrogen measurement to comply with electronic measurements of the proton charge radius 
and making the stipulation Cg — Cps = Cs allows us to determine the coupling strength 
as a function of particle mass. This function is plotted in Fig. 5.1.
The Lagrangian for our model of new polar and axial vector particles is
C v  =  -  ~
-  C%r<f>u$p'ivil>p -  CpA(pui>p'il/^ p .  (5.13)
where <f)v is a polar vector and ipv is an axial vector field.
Finding the strength of the vector coupling follows similar steps involved with the 
scalar coupling. The axial vector particle does not contribute to muon-proton interactions 
in the nonrelativistic limit. The amplitude for the interaction in this model is given by
—i
iM  =  —CyCy 2 ^  2 uli'ytlUpUp'yfiUp. (5-14)
H rntf>
The only difference in the potential energies of the two models is a sign. Fig. 5.2 
shows the vector couplings strength, Cy =  —Cy = Cy  needed to account for the 310 /xeV 
shift as a function of particle mass.
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FIG. 5.1: The scalar and pseudoscalar couplings needed to satisfy the experimental constraints. 
The scalar coupling (solid line) is required to give am extra 310 /xeV to the muonic hydrogen 
2S-2P Lamb shift. The dashed line is the pseudoscalar coupling needed to satisfy the constraint 





FIG. 5.2: The polar and axial vector couplings needed to satisfy the experimental constraints. 
The vector coupling (solid line) is required to give an extra 310 fxeV  to the muonic hydrogen 
2S-2P Lamb shift. The dashed line is the axial coupling needed to satisfy the constraint placed 
by the muon anomalous moment. We assume the two particle masses are identical.
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5.2.2 C oupling C onstraints placed by th e  M u on ’s A nom alous  
M agnetic M om ent.
Since our model contains couplings to muons, it will contribute to Sa .^ As we will 
show, the scalar (vector) and pseudoscalar (axial vector) couplings enter the expression for 
the anomalous magnetic moment with opposite signs. This fortuitous situation allows us 
to fine tune the coupling strength of the pseudoscalar (axial vector) couplings to account 
for Sa .^
To simplify our model we choose identical masses for the scalar (vector) and pseu­
doscalar (axial vector) particles.
The new particles contribute to the anomalous magnetic moment at one loop order 
as shown in Fig. 5.3. This amplitude can be expressed in terms of form factors,
ufa)STliu fa )  = Ufa) ^Ymf i (Q2) + F*(Q2)^ u(Pi)\q2-+0 (5-15)
We do not need to  evaluate the entire amplitude to  extract F2 (0). From Eqs. (5.15) 
we see that terms proportional to 7 ^ contribute to F\ and can be dropped. In fact, we only 
need to keep terms proportional to f a  +  p2)M. An examination of the Gordon identity,
u fa h n u fa )  =  U fa ) ( (5-16)
reveals that f a  +  p2)^ can be substituted in favor of —^ - q u (the 7 ^ term is associated 
with Fi and can be dropped). Thus, terms proportional to f a  +P 2 Y  are identified as F2.
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A loop involving our scalar and pseudoscalar particles has an amplitude
uM sr-uW  =  ofc*) I  +  c f 7 5) ^ _ ^ +_m4
* y  ^ Z k r - m l  ( ~ i C s  +  <517>
Using FFF and redefining our momentum variable as Z =  k — xpi — yp2 , the amphtude 
becomes
ddlu ..................... / f  rdxdydz26(x + y + z -  1 ) J (2tr) 2 (Z2 -  A ) 3
x ( - iCs  +  C,p 7 5 )Z(^2-  ft + j£ +  m ^ - i C s  + C'P7 5)u(p1), (5.18)
where A =  —xyq2 +  zm ^  +  (1 — z)2m 2.
Because of the symmetry of the integrals in Eq. (5.18), we can substitute x, y  —>
l/2 (x  +  y). Keeping only terms proportional to pf{ and p%, the remaining term  is
/ f  ddl 1 dxdydz26(x + y + z -  l) j  ^a~ A ) 3
x ( - im ^ ip x  +P 2 T [C j(  1 -  2 2) -  C p(l -  2 )2]u(pi), (5.19)
Performing the substitution (jp\ +P 2 Y  =  we find
rmu m* /“ i -■c^ 1 ~ ^  + *>" ~ ^  r-mf i ( o ) |* ,  -  ^  yo <fa 2mj  +  (1 _ 2)2mj--------- • (s -2°)
Fig. 5.1 plots the strength of Cp needed to produce the anomalous magnetic moment 
discrepancy as a function of particle mass.
In f  =  1 gauge a loop involving our polar and axial vector particles has two amplitudes.
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The first is
u W s r u M  = fife) J  - tc A7» )^ z J + ^ |
x l A - i C v  -  iCA7 5 )w(p1). (5.21)
Redefining our momentum variable as I = k — xpi — yp2, the amplitude becomes
/ t  ddl 1dxdydz2S(x + y + z -  1 ) J  ^
x ( - iC v -  iCA'f) i(# 2 -  ft + ft +  m ^ —iC y -  iCvl*)u{p\),
(5.22)
where A =  —xyq2 +  zrrt^ +  (1 — z)2m 2.
Exploiting the same x ,y  symmetry as in the scalar case and keeping only terms 
proportional to p f  and p%, the remaining term is
/ f  ddl 1dxdydz25{x + y  +  * -  1) J  (2?r)2 (12 -  A ) 3
x (-2 im M)(pi + p2y  [Cy{z -  z2) -  Ca (3z + z 2)\u{pi), (5.23)
Performing the substitution (pi +  p2y  = —^ f ( f  we find the contribution of the first 
diagram to F2 (0 ) to be
2( , li“ ” m 4ir2 70 zm2 +  (1 -  z)2m j ( )
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Next, we calculate the loop due to the Goldstone boson:
- /  t  \  - t  \  f  d d k  i  / 2 m „ ,  5 i ( $ 2  +
« t o x r * * * ) - « t o ) y
(5-25)(pi -  A;)2 -  ra2 m# 7 
The Goldstone boson’s contribution to F2 (0 ) is
*a(0)|cu = - f i  [ '  d z2m'} a- (5.26)
4tt2 J o *»n} +  (1 -  z )2m 2
The total contribution of new vector and axial vector particles to  the muon’s anoma­
lous magnetic moment is
772^  1
*2(0)1™  =  J - |  /  dz - ------ _ { C « 2 ( 1  -  z )24jt2 V„ zm j +  (1 -  z)2m j 1
2tti^
-  C j [2(3 +  2)(1 -  2) +  — £ (1  -  2)3] }. (5.27)
TTl<j)
Fig. 5.2 plots the strength of CU needed to produce the anomalous magnetic moment 
discrepancy as a function of particle mass.
p 2 - k
FIG. 5.3: One-loop magnetic moment correction
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5.2.3 M ass C onstraints placed by K aon Decay.
Barger et al. [67] brought attention to  another model constraint due to  kaon decay. 
Pang et al. [70] performed a search for K + —► n+vvv. They generalized their experimental 
limit to apply it to any decay K  —* [xvX, where X  is a neutral particle (see Fig. 5.4, 
where the invisible particle X  is our new particle <j>). We can use this limit to place mass 
constraints on our new particles. The Pang et al. limit is
j  d K < 2 x  1 ( r .  {6 28)
where E^ is the energy of the muon and £>(7),) is their detector efficiency as a  function of the 
muon’s kinetic energy. Their detector had variable sensitivity to muons with kinetic energy 
between 60-100 MeV. We had to deduce an analytic expression for D(TM) by examining 
their plot for their efficiency. The expression we used was
D (T „ ) = J L f i i  -  6o)(ioo -  r„)150(r„ -  eo)(i -  e(r„ -  ioo)). (5.29)
The denominator contains the simple K  —» fu* decay rate
=  (530) 
The kaon decay constant, /*, is defined from
<0| ~  75)s \K) = y /2 fx k ^ . (5.31)
Note that many groups define the decay constant without the factor of y/2. The convention 
used must be checked when comparing to the results of other calculations.
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Three body decay is given by the well known expression
T(K  -> fil'd) =  J d E „  dEv £  \ M \2 , (5.32)
^  spins
with integration limits
m 2K +  m 2 — m \  
m „ < E r < *   *- , (5.33)
and
|  maX =  m*  +  m \  ~  m l  ~  2mKEn ^  ^
^ m in '  2  |n iK  -  =F \ / E 2 — ^
The matrix element for the decay into a muon, neutrino, and particle with both scalar 
and pseudoscalar couplings is
kj GFf KVU3_/n
M s , p  =  — 7 7 5  T UV-)
Q m n
x  [(Cs  -  iCp)Q 2 +  m„(Cs  +  iCp) )!] ( 1  -  j,,)v(q) , (5.35)
where Q2 =  (k — q)2 =  m 2K — 2rriKEu.
The matrix element squared and summed is
V ' '  I ky f  |2    f  ( f y 2  . /~ t2  \
-  ( Q * - m l A (Cs + Cr)spins I * '  ^
X [2mK^ Q 2(Q2 -  m l)
-  (Q4 -  m lm 2K)(Q2 +  m j -  raj)]
+  2(C | -  C 2) m jQ 2 (m ^ -  Q2) } . (5.36)
Plugging Eq. (5.36) into Eq. (5.28) places mass constraints on the new scalar-pseudoscalar
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particle. Fig. 5.5 shows the range of masses allowed by the kaon decay measurement. 
Masses between 100-200 MeV are not allowed.
We began our kaon decay analysis by assuming the presence of one new particle with 
both scalar and pseudoscalar couplings. However, the squared amplitude of Eq. (5.36) 
does not contain any coupling cross terms and we axe also free to interpret this result as 
describing a new scalar particle and pseudoscalar particle with equal mass.
\
v(q)
FIG. 5.4: Kaon decay into a muon, neutrino, and new particle, <p. Q  is the intermediate 
momentum of the muon.
50 100 150 200 250 300
M+ (MeV)
FIG. 5.5: Mass limits on scalar and pseudoscalar particles due to constraints placed by 
K  -» f i v X  searches. The solid curve is the full result, accounting for the experimental efficiency, 
obtained through satisfying the Lamb shift and magnetic moment criteria. The contributions 
of the scalar (dashed curve) and pseudoscalar (dash-dotted curve) couplings are indicated sep­
arately. The experimental limit is the horizontal line, and the shaded region is allowed.
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The matrix element for the decay into a muon, neutrino, and a particle with both 
polar and axial vector couplings is
i i ^ 'fJWVua — /  1/
M y 'A = Q 2 - m 2 €^ ( 0 7
x [(Cv -  Ca )Q2 + m ^ C v  +  CA) ft] (1 -  7 5 )v(q) , (5.37)
where ev is the polarization vector of the new particle. The square of this amplitude is 
S l ^ l 2 =  - m l - m l ) )
spins ^  ^
-  \ { Q 2 -  m l ) { 1 -  - 4 -  (m l + m l  -  m D )
z rn<p
<t>
+  (Cv +  CA)2m l [mkQ2{^m k -  E J  +  ^m£(m£ -  m \)
+  ^  (Q2 ~  m l  -  m l )  x  ( Q ^ m ^  -  ^ Q 2) -  -  m j ) ) ]
-  3(<# -  C2A)m lQ 2(m2 -  Q2) } .  (5.38)
Plugging Eq. (5.38) into Eq. (5.28) places mass constraints on the new polar-axial 
vector particle. Fig. 5.6 shows the range of masses allowed by the kaon decay measurement. 
Masses below about 160 MeV are not allowed.
To consider a model where we have new polar and axial particles of equal mass, all we 
must do is eliminate the coupling cross terms in the amplitude squared. The blue, dashed 
curve describes the predicted decay ratio for such a model. Masses below about 220 MeV 
are not allowed.
New particles with fine-tuned scalar and pseudoscalar (vector and axial vector) cou­
plings can “explain” the proton charge radius puzzle while satisfying constraints placed
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by (g — 2)^ and kaon decays. In the next chapter we will discuss the possibility of further 
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M+ (MeV)
FIG. 5.6: Mass limits on polar and axial vector particles due to constraints placed by K  —► g v X  
searches. The solid curve is the result for a single particle with both polar and axial vector 
couplings, accounting for the experimental efficiency, obtained through satisfying the Lamb 
shift and magnetic moment criteria. The dashed curve is the result for separate polar and axial 
vector particles with equal masses. The experimental limit is the horizontal line, and the shaded 
region is allowed.
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CHAPTER 6
Concluding Remarks
As demonstrated in Chap. 4, present experiments are insufficient to produce accurate 
fits for F \Zz(x, Q2). The Qweak collaboration must use 7 Z box calculations dependent on 
models for F^z (x, Q2) [27, 28, 29, 30] and F^z (x ,Q 2) [31, 33]. I am of course biased that 
our model is the best, but the close agreement of the models suggests the collaboration 
will be equally well-served using any model or an average of models. In Sec. 6.1 we discuss 
whether these models and their uncertainties are acceptable for the next generation of low 
energy, weak charge measurements.
The present New Physics models for the proton charge radius problem [64, 65, 69] 
are speculative and must be confronted by more experimental constraints. It is also still 
unclear if the proton charge radius puzzle is the result of overlooked Standard Model 
processes. Sec. 6.2 provides details of future measurements of the proton charge radius 
and upcoming experimental constraints for New Physics models.
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6.1 Future M easurem ents o f th e  P ro ton ’s W eak Charge.
The Mainz P2 experiment plans on performing a 2% measurement of the weak charge 
by scattering polarized electrons of E  «  200 MeV [71]. This error budget is half that 
of the Qweak experiment. At this energy, our vector model gives 0.00125 ±  0.00018 [28]. 
Adding in our axial model calculation, the total box value is
R e d yZ(E  =  2 0 0  MeV)|total =  (5-8 ± 0.7) x 1 0 " 3. (6 .1 )
Based on Fig. 2 of [31], their prediction for the P2 experiment is about
Re n iZ (E  =  2 0 0  MeV)|totai =  (5.4 ±  0.5) x 1 0 " 3. (6 .2 )
A 2% measurement of the proton’s weak charge at one loop order has an error budget of 
about 0.0014. Both fits are within the uncertainty allocations, but it is desirable to reduce 
them.
It is unlikely that the resonance coefficients uncertainties for our constituent quark 
model can be greatly reduced. The greatest reduction is probably in the resonance back­
ground. Our current background is found by averaging the valence quark and sea quark 
limits, and these limits are used as the uncertainty bounds.
Ideally, we would like to  do away with models for 7 Z  structure functions and instead
rely on fits to data. The PVDIS experiment [52] represents a first attem pt to constrain
the deuteron version of these structure functions. However, this experiment was only 
conducted at four kinematic points. To construct fits, a wide range of Q2 will have to be 
measured. A new PVDIS experiment will be run after JLAB’s 12 GeV upgrade [4]. The 
plan is to measure electrons scattering off a  deuteron target for several kinematics ranging 
from x from 0.3 to 0.7 and Q2 from 5 to 10 GeV2. This data could be used to constrain
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n l z M 2) models at moderate Q2. Unfortimately, the new PVDIS experiment will not 
probe the resonance region.
6.2 Future Tests o f P roton  Charge R adius Puzzle.
6.2.1 f i p  Scattering D eterm ination  o f  th e  P roton  Charge R adius  
at PSI.
There are two independent techniques to extract the proton’s charge radius using lep- 
tons. One can either measure lepton scattering or the Lamb shift of the lepton’s atomic 
orbitals. Both techniques have been utilized for electrons and the most recent extrac­
tions [54, 5] have found proton charge radius values that agree within uncertainties. For 
muons, only the Lamb Shift has been measured and the extracted proton charge radius is 
la  smaller than the electronic measurements [6, 7]. It is of obvious interest to see if the 
puzzle persists in measurements using muon scattering.
The MUon proton Scattering Experiment (MUSE) [72] at the Paul Sherrer Institut 
seeks to measure the proton’s charge radius using muon elastic scattering. MUSE was 
approved in January 2013 and has a goal of system tests in late 2015. Once operational, 
MUSE will perform simultaneous measurements of ep and pp elastic scattering. The 
system will be able to scatter both +  and — charged leptons. It is important to  measure 
the cross sections of both charged leptons to separate 2-photon effects from Ge • A large 
range of kinematics will be measured using beam momenta of 115 MeV, 153 MeV, and 
210 MeV.
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6.2.2 T esting Charge R adius P u zzle  M odels at JPA R C .
There axe currently three models for the proton charge radius puzzle that involve 
the introduction of new, lepton universality-violating particles [64, 65, 69]. A new kaon 
decay experiment, E36, at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (JPARC) may 
be used to eliminate or constrain these models [73]. The main goal of the experiment is 
to measure the ratio r(AT+ —>• /z+ +  uIM)/T (K + —> e+ + ue). They expect to see 1010 
K + n+ + Vn events [74]. The branching ratio for this decay channel is 0.6355 [2].
Of particular interest for new particle searches is the decay channel K + -* n+ +  
Vp + e+ +  e~. Fig. 6.1 shows the lowest order diagrams for Standard Model QED. The 
full branching ratio for this decay channel is calculated to  be 2.49 x 10-5 [75]. For their 
expected 50% acceptance of e+e~ coincidences, the total number of such decays E36 can 
expect is
N (K + -> fi+ +  i/p +  e+ +  e )
_  1 T (K + -> fj,+ + i/M +  e+ +  e~)
N (K + ->//+ + 1/„)2 r(AT+
«  2 x 105. (6.3)
If no new particles are present, there will be about 1000 such events per bin (bin size 
of 1 MeV) in the vicinity of mee =  30 MeV. Here, m ee is the energy of the e+e~ pair. The 







FIG. 6.1: QED background for K + -» fx+ +
where
+ q'2 21• q'
H *  =  - i V ^ ^ k p  -  A M  ■ (k -  J)gOv - ( k -  g')V ") -  A M 29pv ~  W ) ,  (6-5)
and
(6.6)
Values for Vi, A i, A 2, and /* can be found in Poblaguev et al. [76]. Vi, A \, A 2 axe
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given by
—y/2mk(Ai, A 2 , V\) =  (Fa, R, Fy), (6.7)
where Fa = 0.031, R  =  0.235, and Fy =  0.124. It is important to note that our normal­
ization of fk is different from Poblaguev et al. Their value of /* =  160 MeV corresponds 
to y/2 f k in our normalization.
A sign of a new particle would be the observation of more events than the QED pre­
diction at some value of m ee. One extension to the Standard Model that will produce more 
events is the dark photon. As the name suggests, the dark photon shares many properties 
with the photon of QED. To account for the amplitude of dark photon interactions, the 
photon’s propagator and coupling in Eq. (6.4) are modified:
—i —i (c
_2  ^ _,2 I J™, T'’ \b*o)q qz — m \,  +  im ^ l
—ie 7  ^ —> —iee 7 M. (6.9)
In the above expressions is the mass of the dark photon, T is its decay rate into 
e+ +e~,  and ee is its coupling. If a dark photon exists, a bump in the data will be centered 
around the propagator’s pole and will determine the dark photon’s mass. The size of the 
deviation will indicate the value of e. Of course, a lack of deviation from the Standard 
Model will place constraints on mA' and ee.
There are already many experimental constraints on dark photon parameters (see 
Beranek and Vanderhaeghen [77] for a constraints plot in the low energy region relevant 
to the JPARC experiment). As an example of JPARC’s experimental resolution, we cal­
culated the signal of a  dark photon with the currently allowed parameters =  30 MeV 
and e = 10-3. The result is shown in Fig. 6.2. The dotted red curve is the expected signal
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from QED while the black curve is the signal due to QED and an additional dark photon. 
The simulated data points possess error bars accounting for the statistical uncertainty of 
1000 events per bin. Given the relative size of the bump and error bars, it will be very 






FIG. 6.2: QED prediction for K + -> /z+ +  +  e+ 4- e~ (red, dashed curve) and the prediction
with an additional dark photon (black curve). Data points are simulated and possess error bars 
accounting for the statistical uncertainty.
JPARC could be quite sensitive to the lepton universality-violating particles present in 
proton charge radius puzzle models. The model of Batell et al [65] contains dark photon- 
esque particles that possess an additional coupling to  right-handed muons. To account for 
this particle’s effect on the amplitude K + —y g,+ +  +  e+ -I- e~, the photon’s propagator
and coupling are modified to
—ie
—*
q2 q2 -  m 2A, + im A>T'
- i n e ' f  -  i +  ^5)>
(6.10)
(6.11)
where m A> is the mass of the new particle, T  is its decay rate into e+ +  e~, and ne is its 
coupling to all particles, and gn/2  is its additional coupling to right-handed muons. Batell 
et al. give several values of m A>, «, and gn that they claim satisfy all present constraints.
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Fig. 6.3 displays the predictions of their parameter values. This signal is several orders of 
magnitude greater than the one due to “standard” dark photons. A dark photon with the 
Batell et al. parameters should be detectable.
The particles in our model for the proton charge radius puzzle do not couple to 
electrons and would not contribute to this decay channel. In future work we may introduce 
a small electronic coupling to our model and calculate its contribution to Y{K + —>• n+ +  

















FIG. 6.3: QED prediction for K + ->■ fi+ +  i/M +  e+ 4- e~ (red, dashed curve) and the prediction 
with the additional lepton-universality violating particle of Batell et al. (black curve). Data 
points are simulated and possess error bars accounting for the statistical uncertainty.
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